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SIXTH COMMITTEE OF THE TENTH ORDINARY SESSION 
OF THE ASSEMBLY. 

(POLITICAL QuESTIONS) 

AGENDA 

I. SLAVERY CONVENTION: ANNUAL REPORT BY THE COUNCIL. 

2. RUSSIAN, ARMENIAN, ASSYRIAN, ASSYRO-CHALDEAN AND TURKISH REFUGEES. 

3· MANDATES. 

FIRST MEETING. 

Held on Tuesday, September 3rd, 1929, at ro a.m. 

Chairman : lVI. ]ANSON (Belgium). 

I. Election of the Vice-Chairman. 

Count DE PENHA GARCIA was elected Vice-Chairman. 

2. .Publicity of the Meetings. 

On the proposal ofthe CHAIRMAN, the Committee decided that its meetings shoteld be held in public. 

3· Adoption of the Agenda. 

The Committee adopted its Agenda, which comprised the following items: 
I. Slavery Convention (Annual Report by the Council) ; 

· 2. _Russian, Armenian, Assyrian; Assyro-Chaldean and Turkish Refugees Report of 
the AdVJsory Commission attached to the High Commissioner. 

4· Appointment of Rapporteurs. 

The Committee decided to postpone the appointment of Rapporteurs. 

SECOND MEETING. 

Held on Thursday, September 5th, 1929, at 4 p.m. 

Chairman : M. }ANSON (Belgium). 

5. Slavery Convention : Annual Report by the Council. 

Viscount CECIL OF CHELWOOD (British Empire) said he spoke under considerable difficulties 
because he had not known until an hour before the meeting that there was any probability of the 
Committee's sitting that afternoon. Still less did he know that it was going to deal first with the 
question of slavery. Slavery was a somewhat complicated and difficult matter, and there were 
a certain number of observations he would like to submit to the Committee. He hoped, however, 
that in the circumstances the Committee would extend to him its best consideration. 

The Convention, as everyone knew, had been drawn up about three years previously ; it had 
been ratified by a certain number of States and had been put into operation. He hoped that it had 
not been without effect. He thought that some progress had been made and that the evil of slavery 
and its accompanying evil of forced labour had been diminished, though they had not been 
extirpated from the world. That was satisfactory, but he was bound to add that there were still 
some aspects of the question which gave the British Government anxiety. 

In the first place, there was the question of ratification. The Convention had 1:-.~en ratified 
or acceded to by twenty-eight States, but, in addition to those twenty-eight States, seventeen had 
signed but not ratified. . 

He was not sure that he had the list of tho?e States, and he did not know that it would be 
very desirable for him to read it, but it was evident that, in a matter of this kind, the effect of the 
Convention depended largely upon its being universally signed. If the evil were extirpated in one 
country while it continued to exist in a neighbouring country, it was evident that the remedy was 
insufficient. 

He would like to read Article 7 of the Slavery Convention. It was as follows : 
"The High Contracting Parties undertake to communicate to each other and to tht' 

Secretary-General of the League of Nations any laws and regulations which they may enact 
with a view to the application of the provisions of the present Convention." 
It had been hoped that, not only would that information be communicated, but that any gt>nt>ral 

information in the possession of the States on the subject would also be communicated. It was 
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a lamentable fact that the number of States which had been able to give any information on the 
subject to the Secretary-General of the League_ 'Yas exce~dingly small. Apart from ~h~ British 
Empire and States under the control of the BntJsh Empire, only four States-Abyssima, Italy, 
Spain and Portugal-had, at any time, given any information at all. 

It was difficult for him to believe that in no other State in the world was there information 
available. There were, in fact, at least two States on the borders of parts of the British Empire
he forbore from mentioning their names-which unquestionably had slavery que~tions very acutely 
present in territories under their dominion. He was not making any charge agamst them.. It was 
the result of a long tradition and they had not yet been able, as the British Government had only 
recently been able, if it had been completely able, to extirpate slavery and slave trading. There 
were at any rate those two States, and he thought there must be other States in the world with. 
information which might be communicated and which they had not communicated to the 
League. 

He wished to refer to a still more delicate matter. It happened to be within the knowledge 
of British officials that a considerable amount of slavery and sl~ve trading undoubtedly still went 
on in certain States. He was quite sure that, where it existed, it existed in defiance of the Govern
ment and owing to the impossibility-the very-well-understood impossibility-of fully carrying 
out the excellent laws which, no doubt, existed on the subject. Still, it did exist. · To give one 
instance, there was undoubtedly still a certain amount of slave trading across the Red Sea. British 
officials believed-as he would presently show in a paper-that slavery had diminished considerably, 
that the wholesale trade in slaves had practically been stopped. The considerable amount of slave 
trading which had existed in the past might have stopped, but single dhows still carried a consider
able number of slaves. 

As the Committee was no doubt aware, the British and French Governments, and he thought 
the Italian Government, all had small ships of war, sloops, assigned to the prevention of that trade, 
but it was evident that it was not very easy in narrow waters to stop every dhow that went by 
night; it might be, from one side to the other. He knew that the British vessels did their best, and 
he was sure the vessels of other countries did so also, but some slave trading still went on. He had 
seen estimates of the volume of the trade, but they were so varied that he did not think it would 
bP of any value to the Committee to mention any particular figure. All he could say was that 
the number certainly exceeded several hundreds a year. 

Such a situation could only exist because there were two territories which were combining to 
carry on the trade. There must be a terminus a quo and a terminus ad quem. The terminus a 
quo was Africa and the terminus ad quem was Arabia as far as the slave trade crossing the Red Sea 
was concerned. ' . 

He confessed that he viewed with some anxiety the state of affairs in certain districts of Africa. 
He was quite aware that all the Governments concerned had avowed-and, no doubt, perfectly 
sincerely-their utmost determination to put a stop to the slave trade. He was also quite clear 
from the information received from British officials that, in certain of those countries, a very 
considerable amount of slave trading still went on, not only across the Red Sea, but by the capture 
of slaves in one part of the country and their removal to another. It happened that the British 
Empire had territories bordering on that part of the world in Kenya and in the Sudan, where they 
were jointly interested with Egypt, and in both of those territories there were, from time to time, 
raids by evilly-disposed persons who captured mainly women and children and carried them off 
into their country of origin. In addition to that, there was a certain amount of enslavement 

. going on in the territories themselves. 

T~ere was also reason to ?elieve that in another very different part of the world-in Asia
a ce_rtam amount of slavery existed, because records had been given privately of legislation on the 
subJect, though, as far as he knew, no such records had been delivered to the League. 

,Viscount Cecil hoped the Committee W_?uld ~cquit him of any desire to make an attack on any 
partJ~ul~r country. _That was far from his obJect. Indeed, so far as possible, he had avoided 
mentionmg any particul~r c~untry. He thought the question was becoming a very serious one 
and would ask whether, m VIew of _the fact that ~II the countries in question were, he thought, 
Members of the League, some enqmry on the subject ought not to be instituted not with a view 
to _convicting them, but merely with a view to finding out whether the Conve~tion was in fact 
bemg effective. If it were not, some change in it ought to be recommended. 

~e would ~ike, therefore, to lay ~efore the Commi~t~e-he ~ould not put it in the form of a 
defirute resolution, beca?-s~ he would lik~ to know the opmions of his colleagues first-the suggestion 
tha~ the Slavery Com~ssion, froi? which the w~ole of the work on slavery had sprung, might be 
reVIved. He was afrai~ t~at o~g to deaths It would be impossible to have exactly the same 
member:; on that Co~miSSIO?. Still, as far as the members were alive and capable of assisting, he 
would hke them to grve their help because they knew the state of affairs from which a start had 
been ~a~e, and they_ wo~d be able to say whether there had been any progress. If the Slavery 
Commiss~on were reVIved, It w?uld be asked to report generally on the execution of the Convention, 
and particularly on the question why so ~any ratifications were still outstanding. It would be 
useful also to know why so very few countnes had been able to give information and most of all 
w~eth~r there wa~ any reason to suppose that a considerable amount of slavery and ~lave trading 
still existed, and, if so, whether any remedies could be applied in order to prevent 'It. 
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uiXi~co~t Cecr ventured to make that suggestion for the consider~tion of the Committee and 
~toh tetehx reme Y grateful tG any of his colleagues who felt able to express any opinion upon it, 
ei er a at or any future meeting of the Committee. 

h tD~. ~A:SEN (Norway), in supporti~g Lord Cecil's proposal, thought it was time to examine 
'!" a ~ ~en done by the League m connection with this very important question. The 
Imp~essw.n giv.en to the world by the reports received was that British territory was the only 
tern tory m which ther~ was mu~h slavery. He was convinced that that impression was not correct. 

There was much mformatwn to hand which it would be difficult to discuss in public. He 
proposed, therefore, tha~ a Su?-Committee s~ould be first appointed to discuss the question and 
p~epare for the fi~al consideration .of Lord Cecil's proposal. Such a Sub-Committee could effectively 
discuss many delicate matters which were hardly suitable for consideration in a full Committee. 

M. PALACIOS (Spain) in his turn supported the proposal put forward by Lord Cecil, to whom 
h_onour was due as havmg been, to a great extent, the author of the draft Convention. The 
SI~natory States must honour their signatures and must therefore supply the Leao-ue of Nations 
with ~.11 possible informat~on as to the methods to be adopted to put an end finally to"'slavery. The 
q~estwn was a very delicate one and was engaging the close attention of public opinion. In 
his work "Slavery or Sacred Trust", l\Ir. John Harris estimated at three millions the number of 
slaves in Africa. 

The Spani~h. delegate paid a tribute to the quite remarkable work done by the Temporary 
Slavery CommissiOn, and thouglit that the latter was particularly qualified to resume and carry 
through the task undertaken. 

In conclusion, he said that he preferred Lord Cecil's proposal to that of Dr. Nansen if it were 
found, though he did not think it would be so, that they were incompatible. 

· Count ~ONIN-LONGARE (Italy) said he represented a country which had co-operateJ in fr . .tming 
~he Conv~ntwn, which had ratified it, and which had supplied the League of Nations with all possible 
mfo~~atron on the question. He emphasised the unanimity of public opinion in favour of the total 
abohtwn of slavery, which for so long past had been outlawed by civilisation but which unfortu-
nately had not yet been completely eradicated. . 

He thought that the delay in the ratification of the Convention in certain countries could not 
be taken to imply any sympathy with an evil which everyone wished to extirpate. 

While having no objection to Lord Cecil's proposal, which he approved in principle, Count 
Bonin-Longare was convince"d of the necessity of studying carefully the delicate problem which 
would be referred to the former Slavery Commission reconstituted with fresh members. He there
fore supported Dr. Nansen's proposal, since, far from being in contradiction to the previous one, 
it completed it. The small Sub-Committee proposed by Dr. Nansen would have, amongst others, 
the task of determining the new framework of the activities of the Slavery Commission, reconstituted 
according to Lord Cecil's proposal. 

The CHAIRMAN noted that there was no contradiction between Lord Cecil's proposal on the 
one hand and Dr. Nansen's complementary proposal on the other. 

Viscount CECIL OF CHELWOOD (British Empire) had no objection to the question's being referred 
to a Sub-Committee if the Committee thought it desirable. But would not that procedure 
result in an unnecessary duplication of the enquiries ? The Assembly would ask the Council to 
reappoint the Commission. If the Council decided to reappoint it, it would give whatever directions 
it thought fit to the Commission. The Commission would then carry out an enquiry and the question 
would come back to the League and be again examined by the Sixth Committee. At the end o£ that 
period something would be done. He was nof quite clear what function the Sub-Committee 
suggested by Dr. Nansen would perform. 

He had drafted the resolution he would recommend as follows : 
"Considering the importance of the general ratification of the Slavery Convention and the 

desirability of placing at the disposal of the League the fullest information on the subject 
. of slavery and forced labour ; 

"Anxious to complete the abolition of the slave trade and slavery in all its forms : 
"The Committee recommends to the Council the reappointment of the Slavery Commis

sion to report on the above matters". 
Though very roughly drafted, he thought it represented fairly closely the views that had been 

expressed. If Count Bonin-Longare and Dr. Nansen still desired that th~ matter s~wuld be referred 
to a Sub-Committee, he would not oppose that procedure, though he did not quite know what a 
Sub-Committee would do. · 

Dr. NAN SEN (Norway) said that, if Lord Cecil's pr.oposal were a.dopted, he waswillingt~ wit~draw 
his own. But if it were thought necessary to examme the questiOn further, he adhered to hrs own 
proposal. Th~ 9-uestion was ~·ery .delicate in ~any r~spects an~, though. he was very .much .in 
favour of publicity where possible, It was. sometimes difficult to discuss delicate matters m public. 
It was more important to have them considered by a small group of people. 

Count DE PENHA GARCIA (Portugal) asked what had been the real results of the 1926 Conven
tion. A large number of countries had ~igned and ratified that Conv~ntion. From the documents 
which had been received, unfortunately 111 rather too small numbers, It could be concluded that the 
evil of slavery was not as universal and considerable as might have been feared. Even in certain 
British coloni"es where slavery still existed it was less severe in character than formerly. The British 
documents proved that after the application of the ?lavery Convention a certain number of the 
former slaves, having become free, now worked for their old masters. The change had been largely 
a legal one. • 
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The second observatio~ to be made was that a certain number of countries which might have 
sent documents had not done so, and this was regrettable. 

The Slavery Convention endeavoured to solve the problem of slave~ proper, and the much 
more complicated problem of" analogous conditions". The~e .~ere very d_ifficult to ?efine as _the 
analogy might exist, even at the present time, in the most CI~sed ~ountnes. In this ~onnecti~n, 
Portugal had had to draft, a considerable time ago, severalle~slative do~uments for Its colomes 
with a view to improving the conditions of labour and h~alth m genera~, m cases where _there w~s 
forced labour in the sense of an obligation. In so doing, It had accomplished .a wor~ which ~as 1_n 
keeping, not only with its colonial history, but still more with its modern c?lomal pol!cy, to which It 
had devoted over £zoo,ooo,ooo, several thousands of human lives s~cnfie~ to disease and the 
climate and a great deal of thought and labour. This modern coloma! policy of the Portuguese 
Govern~ent was based on the fact that there were mucli more effective means of combating 
slavery and "analogous conditions'.' t?an c~nventions -:-. ~a~ely, railways, motor-cars, roads, 
improvements in conditions of productiOn- m a word, CIVIlisatiOn. . 

Lord Cecil's proposal should be examined. The League of Nations, al"':ays pruden~ in its 
methods, had undertaken the study of these questions of compul~ory labour m th~ colomes and 
even of native labour in general. At a certain stage it had been decide~ to entrust this stu~y t? t~e 
International Labour Office. But this year it seemed that the InternatiOnal Labour Orgamsatwn s 
intervention had raised a certain amount of disquiet. While the International Labour Office was 
the most competent body to deal with all main labour problems, especially in industri<~:l matters, 
native labour was quite another matter. When it had been proposed to apply to native labour 
certain rules which were perfectly just and normal in the case of industrial labour, the failure to 
understand the special conditions of the natives and of native labour had given rise to a certain 
anxiety in colonial circles. 

It should also be remembered that the League of Nations always endeavoured to obtain 
unanimity in its decisions ; hence, i~ could only ask its organs to examine general que~ti?~~ concern
ing all countries and regarding which every country could assume the same responsibilities. 

A scientific institution of great value, the International Colonial Institute, had expressed the 
opinion that, in this question of native labour, the general conditions were not such as to make it 
possible at the moment to draw up an international convention. Even if a convention were found 
to be desirable, it could only be effectively concluded between the colonial Powers. 

The Portuguese delegate thought that these were points deserving of serious consideration, 
since it was in everyone's interest, when a convention was signed, that it should be genuinely 
effective and operative. · 

As regards Lord Cecil's idea of reconstituting the old Slavery Commission, or some other organ, 
it should be studied in detail in accordance with the procedure suggested by Dr. Nansen. 

Syed RAZA Au (India) said that, as the representative of a country that was deeply interested 
in the abolition of slavery and forced labour and all forms of compulsory labour, he could not 
record a silent vote. He thought that, in the draft which Viscount Cecil had read to the Commission, 
he had made his point quite clear. The important and essential point, so far as slavery was concerned, 
was not only that it should be abolished in those areas where it still existed, but that a very serious 
effort should be made by the League to strike at the root of the system which sanctioned any form 
of compulsory labour, because, so far as he had been able to study the matter, the system that 
sanctioned slavery on the one hand and the system that sanctioned forced labour on the other 
differed only 'to'a very small extent. He therefore wholeheartedly supported the proposal of the 
British delegate that the League of Nations should undertake an examination of the whole 
question. 

He wished to make a few observations on the remarks made by the delegate of Portugal. He 
begged the Committee not to make any difference between the question of native labour and that 
of non-native labo~r. While the conditions of labour in general varied considerably from country 
to country, and while what was true of one country was not true of another, yet these differences 
should not be based upon the fact that certain labour was drawn from a particular class, nor shoUld 
any distin~tion be made rega~d_ing t~e colou_r of the labourers. _He believed that,generaliyspeaking, 
what applied to labour conditiOns m certam European countnes also applied to similar conditions 
in Asia and Africa. · 

Referring to the remark of the Portuguese delegate to the effect that the e~il of slavery was 
no~ so great_ as was feared by many people, the sl?eaker thou~ht that ~his was a matter for congratu
latiOn, but 111 that case the proposal made by VIscount Cecil was qUite harmless. If the evil were 
not s? groot as had been feared, there could be no harm in an enquiry being made regarding its 
magmtude, a~ there wo':lld be no ~eed for any very_ drastic action. On the other hand, many 
peop~e who were keenly mterested m the questiOn believed that the system of slavery did exist in 
certam c?untries and amou_nted to a most objectionable abuse ; there could be no reason why an 
opportumty should not be given to those people to prove their contention. 

He person<~:lly was of op~ion that it would be advisable to appoint a Commission to deal with 
the w~ole _que_stwn and submit a report to t~e League of Nations which, in its turn, would analyse 
~nd exanu:1e It. Suc_h_ a system wo~ld avoid de~ay, for although the League of Nations, having 
1egard to ~ts COJ?PO~Ition,_was_a unique body, It was slow to move, and if a Sub-Committee 
wer_e appomted It m1g~t give nse to the objection in certain countries-particularly in Asia and 
Afnca-that the question was being shelved. · 

vyhile, therefore, t?e In~an delegate_ was willing to support either suggestion, he believed that 
the fa1rest way of dealmg w1th the questiOn would be to appoint a Commission immediately with 

< 
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PO\~~r ~0 c.~n~uct ~n exhaustive enquiry into the matter and, if necessary, to visit certain countries 
on ;1m~ ;~I~n eith~r of the people of those countries or of powerful and influential organisations 
th le ~ ~s d Empire had nothing to fear from such an enquiry as was shown from the fact that 
the prop~.s a been .made by the British delegate. So far as India was concerned he did not wish 
~que~ IOn to be. preJudged. . Let the Commission be appointed, let it go into the ~atter in India, 

as m ~t erhcountnes, and.~e thought that an examination of the conditions existing in India would 
not s ow t at ~hose conditions were detrimental to that country. 

In C?ncluswn, the Indian delegate heartily supported the proposal made by Viscount Cecil for 
the appomtment of a Commission. 

M. SoTTILE (Liberia) asked Lord Cecil what would be the work of the Commission he had 
proposed. 

lV~. HUBERT (France) recalled that F:r~nc~ had begun the campaign against slavery on the day 
on W~Ich she had begun t~e wo;k of colo.msatwn, for the best method of combating slavery was to 
colomse .. Fran~e had arnve~ m countnes where chaos and slave traders reigned supreme. She 
~arne, she est~bhshed what might be called "the French peace"; nomadism had stopped and stabil-
Ity had been mtroduced. . 

Slavery was a!?- obsolete forlll of .org~n.ising labour against which no country had fought more 
strenuously than his own. Many of 1ts citizens had done imperishable work in this connection. 

~he problem, however, became a delicate one when an attempt was made to deal with the 
q.u~s~wns of forced labour and compulsory labour. Forced labour might be said to exist in every 
Civilised country and was known as labour payments, services imposed by the law, etc. It was 
necessary to develop, throughout all these countries, a greater willingness to work, and every possible 
means should ~e employed exce~t compulsion, which was contrary to justice. 

In conclusiOn, M. Hubert wished to ask a question. He understood that there had been a 
Temporary Slavery Commission which had drawn up the Convention at present before the 
Governments. He asked Lord Cecil if the Commission he wished to form was the same and if it 
would be a temporary Commission to be appointed by the Council. ' 

Viscount CECIL OF <;:HELWOOD (British Empire), in reply to the enquiry of the delegate of 
Liberia, explained in a few words what would be the object of the Commission he had suggested. 

·Three years ago, at the instance of the League of Nations, a Convention dealing with slavery had 
been prepared. It had not been ratified by so many countries as had been hoped and the informa
tion that it had elicited had been very meagre. These were two regrettable circumstances, and those 
who were anxious to push the matter forward would like to know the reasons for these relative 
failures on the part of the League. 

What was much more serious was that information had been received that there were still 
considerable regions where slavery and slave trading still existed. It would be well to have that 
information investigated, to find out whether it was correct, and whether, if so, the present position 
was due to any fault in the Slavery Convention or whether other measures might be taken to put 
the evil right. A Commission such as he had suggested would therefore have to enquire into the 
large question of the continuance of slavery in certain districts and the relatively smaller questions 
of the ratification of the Convention and the supply of information. 

In reply to the French delegate, Lord Cecil asked to be allowed to give a short history of what 
had actually occurred. 

At one session of the Assembly, a Member of the League had submitted a motion which was 
not unlike the one which Lord Cecil was now making. As a result of that motion, the Council of 
the League had appointed an extremely able Commission to enquire into the question of slavery. 
The Chairman had been an able Belgian, M. Gore, and the Commission had included a number of 
eminent men who knew a great deal about the subject. · The British representative had been 
Lord Lugard, who had passed his life in tropical countries. 

The Commission had produced an extremely able and comprehensive report and had made a 
number. of proposals for the improvement of the international laws against slavery. The British 
Government had taken that report into consideration and had drawn up a draft Convention for the 
examination of the League, embodying a great number of the Commission's proposals. That draft 
Convention had been examined with great care by two successive Assemblies of the League and 
had eventually been accepted. It was the Convention now before the Committee. 

That was past history. When Lord Cecil had made his proposal for~ revival of the Com!llission 
which had done such admirable work, Dr. Nansen had very properly said that the suggestiOn was 
a new one and would have to be carefully considered. It would be necessary to decide what should 
be the terms of reference of the Commission and what recommendations, if any, should be made 
as to the composition of the Commission. He had th~refore sugges~ed, not for tM purpose. of 
enquiring into slavery itself, but for the purpose of drawi~g up a defimte prop?sal for th~ consid
eration of the Sixth Committee, that a small Sub-Committee should be appomted. This was a 
method of procedure which was commonly adopte~ in the League and which he th~ught,, on reflec
tion was justified in the present case. Lord Cecil would therefore support Dr. Nansen s proposal 
that a small Sub-Committee not exceeding seven members-he would prefer a smaller number
be appointed and that the Bureau be asked to nominate that Sub-Committee in the ordinary 
course. 

The CHAIRMAN outlined the position of the question. Lord Cecil had put forward a proposal, 
the text of which he had read; Dr. Nansen suggested that this proposal should be referred to a ~ub
Committee appointed by the Bu.reau. This Sub-Committee would make a report on the bas1s of 
which the discussion would contmue . 

• 
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M. SoTTILE (Liberia) supported Dr. Nansen's proposal. J:Ie wished at the ~arne time to revert 
to what Lord Cecil had said when referring to countries in which ther~ ~ere still. traces of slav~ry 
and forced labour. He presumed that the representative of the Bntish Empire was speakmg 
generally, but he desired to take this opportunity of explic.itly.stating, as he h~d .done at the l~st 
Internatio.nal Labour Conference, that for some years past Libena had been the VIctim of a campaign 
of slander. 

Both the Press and more or less serious books stated that slavery and forced labour existed in 
Liberia, whereas slavery had been abolished since r847 and forced labour was also prohibited. It 
was true that breaches of the law sometimes occurred, but was the law always respected by all 
citizens without exception in every country of the world ? Apparently, when a case of slavery was 
found in Liberia, this meant that slavery still existed there. The speaker repeated that forced 
labour and slavery were prohibited by law in Liberia and this could easily be proved. 

After the last International Labour Conference, and in the face of a most malicious Press 
campaign against the Liberian Republic, the Liberian Government had decided to set up an Inter
national Commission of Enquiry to ascertain on the spot whether slavery and forced labour existed 
in Liberia. This Commission, to which reference had already been made in a British newspaper 
and in the Swiss Press, would be composed of a representative of the United States, a representative 
of the League of Nations and a representative of Liberia. , 

This International Commission would begin its work as soon as the Liberian delegation had 
submitted the proposal to the Secretary-General of the League and obtained the nomination of the 
representative of the League. This was a proof of the sincerity of the Liberian Government's 
sentiments. 

The speaker wished to point out, however, that his Government would never tolerate the inves
tigations of a League commission of control. On the other hand, it would give every assistance to 
an international commission of enquiry appointed at its request and invited to ascertain whether 
there were still traces of forced labour and slavery in Liberia. 

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the discussion should provisionally be closed and the Sub-Com
mittee appointed as follows: the delegates of the British Empire, France, Norway, Italy, Spain, 
Portugal, the Netherlands, Siam. 

Count BoNIN-LONGARE (Italy) thanked the Chairman for having given his country a place in 
the Sub-Committee and proposed the addition of the representative of Belgium, a country which 
enjoyed universal sympathy and was at the same time a great colonial Power. 

1\L SoTTILE (Liberia) said he would also like to have an opportunity of taking part in the Sub-
Committee's debates. · 

The CHAIRMAN thanked Count Bonin-Longare and thought that the Committee would also 
accede both to his and to the Liberian delegate's request. 

(Agreed.) 

M. SoTTILE (Liberia) thanked the Committee. 

Lidj AND ARGUE MASSA! (Abyssinia) emphasised Abyssinia's interest in this question and hoped 
• he would have an opportunity of speaking in the Sub-Committee. 

The CHAIRMAN thought that the Committee would also agree to Abyssinia's being represented 
in the Sub-Committee. . 

Agreed. 

The Sub-Committee therefore comprised the following eleven members : 

Abyssinia, The Netherlands 
Belgium, Norway, ' 
British Empire, Portugal, 
France, Siam, 
Italy, Spain. 
Liberia, 

. The CHAIR~AN asked the members of the Sub-Committee to agree immediately on the date of 
their first meetmg. . 

THIRD MEETING. 

Held on Thursday, September 12th, 1929, at ro a.m. 

Chairman : M. ]ANSON (Belgium). 

6. Addition of the Mandates Question to the Agenda. 

~he CHAIRMA:' announce~ that on September roth, 1929, the Assembly had referred a third 
questwn to the Sixth Committee- that of mandates -which had therefore to be placed on 
the agenda. ' 
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7· Supplementary Credits. 

Thed~HAIRMAN_reminded his colleagues that the reports of Committees regarding supplemen
tCary c~e _Its appearmg in the supplementary budgets could this year be sent to the Supervisory 

ommisswn up to September r8th. 

8. Russian, Armenian, Assyrian, Assyro-Chaldean and Turkish Refugees. 

Dr. NANSEN (~orway) remarked that, at the last session of the Assembly the Council had 
been asked to ~ppomt a Refugee Advisory Commission. This Advisory Commis~ion, composed of 
the repre~entahves of a large number of Go.vernments, had met in l\Iay and had thoroughly examined 
the questi~n. It had COJ?e to the concluswn that a solution of the problem could not be obtained 
by the _radic~l ~e~ns :vhiCh had been suggested, that was to say, by the repatriation of refugees or 
by therr assimilatr~n m the ~oun!ries at present offering them shelter. It had therefore recom
mended that ~he High Commissanat should be maintained for a period not exceeding ten years. 

· The. Advisory _COI·~mission had also considered that, in order to place the international activity 
of the Hrgh Commrssanat on a more regular basis, its services should be incorporated in the Secre
tariat of the League in the form of a temporary department. 

The Supe~sory C?mmission: having had this question referred to it, met in June. It came 
t<? the concluswn that It could not accept the last of the recommendations mentioned above, in 
v_Iew of the facts that the High ,Com_missariat had always pursued its own policy in the refugees ques
twns, _tha~ the_funds placed at Its disposal came not only from official sources, but also from private 
orgamsatrons mdependent of the League, and that it would be difficult for the administration of 
these funds to be effectively supervised by the Secretariat. 

H~ ~ad not had the o~portunity of discussing this question personally with the Supervisory 
Commrsswn, but, after hearmg the proposals he was now able to make, he hoped that a different 
point of view might prevail. 

At a meeting attended by representatives of about forty organisations working for refugee 
relief, a resolution had been drawn up supporting the point of view of the Advisory Commission. 

The High Commissioner had never taken any important step without reference either to the 
Council or to the Assembly of the League, or without reporting to those bodies as to the methods 
by which the various tasks should be achieved. 

He could not accept the Supervisory Commission's point of view that the League would not 
be responsible for the measures adopted by the High Commissioner, for the financial plans and for 
the various schemes drawn up to solve the refugee problem. The funds were subscribed for this 
purpose with the idea that the League would be responsible in the matter. The High Commissioner 
could not carry on his task if any doubt about this existed. He hoped that the Sixth Committee 
would take this view. · 

There were two basic problems in the organisation of the Refugee Service. 
The Supervisory Commission had recommended that the High Commissariat should be an 

autonomous organisation working under the auspices of the League of Nations, but not directly 
connected either with the League or with the International Labour Office. 

It was impossible for the High Commissioner to accept this point of view and it was constitu
tionally very difficult to defend. If, for example, he were travelling in a distant country, he could 
not exercise the necessary daily supervision. Therefore, he urged that the Refugee Service should 
become an integral part of the Secretariat. He also asked that all financial operations, including 
those concerned with the acceptance and administration of funds contributed from outside sources, 
should be conducted in accordance with the Financial Regulations and the resolutions of the 
Assembly. 

If the Fourth Committee were prepared to approve of such an arrangement, he understood 
that the Secretary-General saw no objection to it. 

He also proposed that the Assembly should nominate Mr. Lodge, of Paris, as his representative, 
who would either accompany him or represent him at meetings of the Advisory Commission. He 
laid stress on the important services which Mr. Lodge had already rendered in connection with the 
repatriation of the prisoners of war. 

With regard to the programme of work, he asked that the Assembly should approve the report 
drawn up by the Advisory Commission at its first session, in order that the Government represen
tatives on the Commission might feel that they had the confidence of the Assembly. The Commis
sion's programme was based on the principles laid down by the Assembly itself and, since its work 
was beginning, it seemed desirable that the Assembly should ensure its continuance ~n the lines 
proposed. 

Mrs. HAMILTON (British Empire) said that the British delegation urged the Committee to accept 
the proposal made by Dr. Nansen and so carry out the very strong and clear recommendations of 
the Advisory Commission, whose report was based on a most careful study of all the facts. She 
pointed out that there was a very heavy obli!?ation in this matter on ~very State, dating b_a~~ to 
rgzr. Since then, the Assembly, at one sesswn after another, had reiterated that responsibility, 
although the burden of meeting it had been thrown mainly on Dr. Nansen, to whose loyal and, 
indeed heroic service she desired to pay a tribute, since he had indeed saved the credit of the 
Leagu~ so far as the refugee service was conc~r!led. I~ th~ ~arly days, the Britis~ Governm~nt 
had contributed generously ~nd, througho~t, BntJsh public opmwn had been deeply stirred regar?-i?g 
this matter. As an indicatwn of the attitude now taken, she was able to report that the Bnhsh 
Government had asked to be represented on the Advisory Commission. It was also favourably 
considering theoapplication of the Nansen stamp scheme. 
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M. FROHWEIN (Germany) remarked on the great interest with which Germany ~ad ah"<l:YS 
followed the work of the League in regard to refugees. Th~ G~rman Govern~ent VIewed Wit? 
satisfaction the fact that the Advisory Commission, at its meetmg m 1\Iay,_had laid a firn1 and eqm
table foundation for the League's future work in that ~eld. He .W<l:s pa~hcularly glad to note that 
a time-limit had been fixed for the completion of the High Commisswner s work, an~ he hoped that 
the desired result would be attained even before the end of the ten years. That penod he regarded 
as the maximum. The undue prolongation of an exceptional ~ituation with reg~rd _to ref~gees 
resulting from the world war was undesirable both from the socml and the humamtanan pomt of 
view. h · · 

While recognising, from a material standpoint, that the objections rai~ed to t e mcorporatwn 
of the High Commissariat in the Secretariat of the League were, to a certam extent, well founded, 
he concluded by recommending the adoption ~f the High ~ommis?ioner's solution. 

A great deal of gratitude was due to Dr. :t\ansen _for _his devot~on ~nd energy, and he oug~t to 
be helped in his work by having the League orgamsatwns at his disp?sal wh~n he so ~e~Ired. 
Moreover, the administrative expenses would certainly be much greater If the High Commisswner 
were obliged to establish a separate and independent service. 

With regard to the difficulties mentioned by the Supervisory Commission, it would be an ~asy 
task to satisfy the doubts which had arisen in the Commission itself by asking the Fourth Committee 
to deal with the financial aspect of the question, and in that way an agreement would probably 
soon be reached with the Supervisory Commission. 

M. HUBERT (France) supported the observations made by his German colleague. France 
desired that a speedy solution should be found for these problems, which were not normal factors 
in the life of the peoples. 

Accordingly, the French delegation maintained the decision which it had taken last year, 
when it proposed that the work should be continued provisionally. It considered that Dr. Nansen 
and his assistants should do all they could to bring the work to an end. Only two solutions were 
possible: the return of the refugees to their homes, which was undoubtedly far from having been 
achieved, and mass assimilation, which could not take place everywhere. 

The question should be treated on the lines followed by Dr. Nansen and his assistants. France 
had proved that its attitude in the matter of Armenian refugees in Syria was inspired by the highest 
moral considerations. The French Government had this year lodged with the Chamber a request 
for a credit of three million francs to assist these refugees. 

The speaker welcomed the entry of Great Britain into the Advisory Commission, and he 
proposed that Mrs. Hamilton should be appointed Rapporteur on the question of refugees. 

Mile FoRCHHAMMER (Denmark) regretted that it appeared necessary to give up the scheme for 
settling the Armenians in a national home. This was a scheme which many of them had hoped to 
see realised. If, however, it were dropped, she hoped Dr. Nansen would watch the situation to see 
whether there might not later be some possibility of carrying out the scheme. 

Dr. NANSEN (Norway) said that he did not wish to add to the discussion by giving too many 
details. Mr. Johnson, who had been specially occupied with the question of Armenian refugees, 
would give the Committee all the explanations it wanted or, if the Committee thought better, a 
report on this particular point could be distributed. . 

With regard to Mile Forchhammer's second question, it would be better to deal with it 
separately as it would have to form the subject of a special resolution. 

The CHAIRMAN thought that a memorandum should be distributed on the question of Armenian 
refugees. 

Count BoNJN-LONGARE (I t~Iy) supported the very interesting proposals of the German delegate. 
He wa~ ~ad to see that the Bnt~sh Go_vernment would henceforth be represented on the Advisory 
Commisswn and that Mrs. Hamilton, Its representative, had been appointed Rapporteur. 

He was very anxious th<l:t some definite decision should be taken on the question of refugees. 
Ten years was a rather Ion~ time and an endeavour must be made to reduce the period. 

The ~ancial ~fficulties could be settled as soon as the opinion of the Fourth Committee had 
been obtamed, and It was only then that the Sixth Committee's decisions could become operative. 

The ~HAIRMAN pointed ou~ tha~ t~e Committee must first decide whether refugee work was 
to be co1:1tmued _and whether a hme limit should now be fixed for the final completion of this work. 
Once this questwn was settled, the Committee could consider the future organisation of the High 
Commissiorner's Office. 

Th~ first questi~n had formed the subject of conclusions reached by the Advisory Commission 
and which appeared m the report to the tenth sessio!). of the Assembly. 

T~e _Com~ission had considered it desirable to fi~ a maxim~~ period wit~in which the High 
Commisswner.s C?ffice should be clos~d down .. The High Com_misswner had said that a period of 
ten years w;;s ~ndispensable and sufficient. If It should be possible to reduce this period, the Advi
sory Commisswn would only be too pleased. 

~he S~xt~ Committee n;tust therefore fi~st decide whether the refugee work was to be continued. 
On this pomt It would certamly take a unammous and favourable decision . 

. As regards the time limit, the Committee had heard the observations of the German delegate, 
which _had been _supported by the deleg<l:te of Italy. As the Advisory Commission had provided for 
a maximum penod of ten years, the Chairman asked whether it was necessary to introduce a definite 
amendment. 
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t" M.l HuBERT (France) was not opposed to the work being continued. When the French dele
gfa Ihon Fast year used the term "Provisoire", it had not meant the word to be understood in the sense 
o t e rench proverb · "Le p · · t · d t " . . , . . · rov1sozre es ce qut ure e plus lollufemps". It was usin" the word 

promsozre m Its real sense. " b 

r ~e_was not opposed to fixing a period of ten years, although he thought it was difficult to fix 
~ Imi ~ ~uch a matter. The best way of achieving speedy success was to manage these affairs 
m the spmt of Dr. Nansen and his assistants. 

M. ARCISZEWSKI (Poland) wished to "join in the tribute paid to Dr. Nansen for the admirable 
work he had already done. It could be assumed that the bulk of the work was now accomplished 
and that the High Commissioner's Office was entering upon its closing stages, since of the million 
refugees of_ ten years ago there now only remained about one hundred thousand to be settled. 

A penod of ten years was being asked for the completion of the work. Supposine~, however, 
that, thanks to Dr. Nansen's efforts, the High Commissioner's Office came to the conclusi~n. in a few 
years, t~at the wo~k co~ld be finished in less than ten years, would not the commitments already 
entered mto or which might be entered into make it difficult to wind up the office before the ten 
years had expired. 

Dr. NANSEN (Norway) said that as soon as ever his Office found that the work could be finished 
in two or three years, he could make the necessary arrangements for it to be wound up without 
difficulty. 

Th~ question of loans would raise no particular difficulties and the complete liquidation of the 
work might be entrusted to a small organisation created for the purpose. 

The CHAIRMAN proposed to adopt the Ad~isory Commission's conclusions concerning the 
continuation of the work and the maximum time-limit to be laid down for its completion. He noted 

· that no amendment had been proposed to the period of ten years, but the Rapporteur would, of 
course, mention in her report the feeling of the Committee, namely, that the time-limit laid down 
for the completion of the High Commissioner's work should be as short as possible. 

Count BONIN-LONGARE (Italy) did not press for a shortening of the ten-years limit to be 
mentioned in the draft resolution to be submitted to the Assembly. He would be content 
if a recommendation were made that the term of ten years should, if possible, be shortened. 
A recommendation of this kind would constitute one more weapon in Dr. Nansen's hands to bring 
to a successful conclusion the enterprise in which he has already worked so hard and so successfully. 

M. FROHWEIN (Germany) agreed with the proposals of the Chairman and Count Bonin-Longare. 
He, too, thought that Dr. Nansen should be left entirely free to complete the work as soon as 
possible by whatever measures he thought necessary. 

The CHAIRMAN noted that the Committee agreed to adopt the conclusions of the Advisory 
Commission on this matter. It now remained to discuss the question of the future organisation 
of the High Commissioner's Office. He explained the two systems proposed ; in the first place, the 
Advisory Commission had suggested that the High Commissariat should be incorporated within the 
Secretariat of the League ; the Supervisory Commission, on the other hand, proposed to create an 
independent organisation for refugee work. 

He recalled the proposal made by Dr. Nansen on this point. If the Committee accepted that 
suggestion, the Chairman would propose the folllowing procedure :_The Co~mitt~e. would _auth_o~ise 
its Chairman to forward the Nansen proposal to the Fourth Committee for Its opmwn; tlus opmwn 
seemed essential owing to the financial consequences inherent in the proposal. Further, in his 
letter to the Fourth Committee, the Chairman of. the Sixth Committee would mention that 
Dr. Nansen and the Rapporteur were ready to furnish any explanations it might desire. 

M. RAPPARD (Switzerland) pointed out a difficulty in the procedure suggested ~y the Chairman. 
The Fourth Committee's function was to see whether proposals by other Committees were com
patible with its desire for economy, whereas the Sixth C?mmittee was proposing to ask _the Fourth 
Committee to pronounce on the excellence _of Dr. Nan~en s scheme. The Fourth Commit~ee wot;ld 
reply that it wanted to know whether the Sixth ~ommittee had any prefer~nce, and: when m receipt 
of the reply to that question, the Fourth Committee would say whether Its financial scruples per-
mitted it to adopt the Nansen scheme or not. · 

Dr. NANSEN (Norway) pointed out that to incorporate the High ~ommissaria~ i~ the Secretariat 
would mean a saving of money, whereas the proposal of the SupP;rvisory Com~Isswn to set up an 
autonomous body without increasing the budget would mean senously hampenng the work oi the 
High Commissariat. · • 

The CHAIRMAN, replying toM. Rappard';; objection, th?ught that _the Chairman of ~he Sixth 
Committee would mention in his letter to the Fourth Committee that his colleagues were m favour 
of adopting the Nansen proposal, but that, before taking any final decision, they considered it 
necessary to ask for the Fourth Committee's opinion. 

M. RAPPARD (Switzerland) agreed. 

In accordance with the proposal already made, Mrs. HAMILTON (British Empire) was appointed 
Rapporteur. 

. Mrs. HAMILTON (British Empire) thanked the Committee for th~ great h<;mour it bad pa_id her, 
and particularly the representat~ves of France an_d Italy, at whose mstance It ha~ been pmd. It 
was characteristic of the generosity of France, which had already done so much with regard to the 
refugee questj,on. 
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The CHAIRMAN said that there were certain other questions raised in the A~visory Com!llis
sion's report. Perhaps the best procedure would be to as.k the Rap~orteur to exam~ne t~ese pomts. 
The Committee would discuss them, if necessary, when 1t had rece1ved Mrs. Hamilton s report. 

Dr. NANSEN (J\'orway) desired again to say a few words on tJ:e Armenian refugee ques~io~. 
The Council, having undertaken the problem of the Armen~an refugees •. had asked h1~ 1f he 

would deal with it. He had seen that great difficulties would anse and, fearmg ~hat he m1ght be 
unsuccessful, had at first refused. Finally he had yielded and had gor:e to Armema. . 

There he had found that there was plenty of highly fertile land wh1ch could be made productive 
if an efficient irrigation scheme were introduced. He had ~one into the matter and had conclud~d 
that a loan of about £goo,ooo to the Republic of Armema, secured by guaran~ees f~om certam 
Governments, was necessary ; those Governments would actually run only nommal nsks, as the 
scheme was sound. 

This scheme had not received general approval. Faced with the impossibility of obtaining 
the funds, he had reduced the amount to [3oo,ooo, a sum which represented the cost of putting the 
land in question under cultivation and settling upon it 5o,ooo Armenian refugees who were for the 
most part in Greece. Others living near Constantinople could not be settled, as they were too 
numerous. \Vhat the French Government had been good enou§h to do for them was known. 

The Armenian Government had replied favourably to his appeal for a loan of [3oo,ooo. But 
it had been found impossible to raise this sum, as the German Government alone had responded 
to the Council's appeal and pledged itself to give credit for [5o,ooo, two or three other Governments 
having offered smaller sums. At his request, the League had found the expenses of administration 
(5o,ooo francs). However, the Armenian Government could not accept the loan offered, as 
the sum was too small. Under the circumstances, he thought, the scheme should perhaps be 
abandoned. 

Mile FoRCHHA)IMER (Denmark) expressed her gratitude to Dr. Nansen for the work he had 
done. As a friend of Armenia, she regretted the disappointing situation outlined by Dr. Nansen. 
A great number of Armenians had looked forward to the achievement of this scheme and to the 
establishment of the national home which they had so often been promised. It would be painful 
for them to have to abandon this hope. 

Dr. NANSEN (Norway) said that once already he had advised the Council not to continue with 
the Erivan scheme. The existence of a great deal of unemployment in many countries showed 
that the situation had not changed for the better. He regretted his inability to go further with a 
task which had been very dear to him. However, the temporary abandonment of this question did 
not mean that it would disappear completely from the horizon. He would not lose sight of the 
problem and would take it up again if there was a hope of any result being obtained. 

The CHAIRMAN thanked Dr. Nansen for his explanations. ·He added that the Erivan question 
would be brought up again at a later meeting, when Dr. Nansen was able to make definite 
proposals. 

FOURTH MEETING. 

Held on Friday, September 13th, rgzg, at ro a.m. 

Chairman: M. JANSON (Belgium). 

g. Slavery Convention - Annual Report by the Council : Report of the Sub-Committee 
appointed on September 5th, 1929 . 

. M. PALACIOS (Spa~1), Rapport~ur of the S~~-ComJ?ittee, commenting on the report (Annex r), 
pomted o_ut that,. m v1ew of ~~e divergent opuuons disclosed, the Sub-<;::ommittee had adopted a . 
co?lpronuse solutiOn : the Bnhsh p~oposal, supported by Spain, India and Norway, had not been 
reJected, but mer~ly postponed until next year. The Sub-Committee further agreed unanimously 
that ~he Secretanat ~hould .be requested to urge the Governments to collect information on the 
question of slavery With a view to the consideration of the British proposal. 

As req~este~, the Rapporteur stated that he would amend the paragraph beginning "The 
report sub~tted m 1925 ... "to read as follows : 

"2. The report s~bmitt.ed i? 1925 by the Temporary Commission on Slavery may be said 
to have exha~sted the mvestJga~JOn of the problem of slavery, but the Sub-Committee consid
ered that, havmg regard to the information which the League had received since the Convention 
on Sla':ery was approved, there might be some reason to believe that the Convention is not 
producm15 the results that were anticipated when the resolution of the seventh Assembly was 
adopted m rg26 ... " 

. 1\f. SoTTILE .(Li~eria) apol~gised for taking up some of the Committee's time to explain the 
athtu~e. of the Libenan delegah?n to the cre~ti~n of the Commission on Slavery, as demanded by 

l
the Bnhsh delegate, and to elucidate one pomt m the Liberian delegate's declaration of Thursday 
ast. 
. If the Liberian delegation had raised objections to the creation of the Commission on Slavery 
Jt was not because it had anything to conceal. On the contrary, the Republic of Liberia was th~ 
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first and the only country which h d · I t J 
to an international Commi · f 'k' s~ce as une, spont:meou~Iy ~d loyally decided to submit 
labour 'existed in tile c tSSion o nqmry the problem of mvesbgatmg whether slavery or forced 

. oun ry or not. 
His Government proposed th t · t t' a1 c · · · · f f th a an m erna Ion ommisswn of Enqmry should be set up 

~~~~~:g~e 0
0
f N~~~ ~embderst:h?ndebapphoinGted by the Gov~rn~1ent of the United States, one by 

. . I , an . a Ir y t e overnment of Libena. 
the ~~c~:~mg ~~ mfor:na~wn which he had ju_st received, the United States had already acceded to 
t P P t h. ·Sottile mformed the Committee that he had been instructed by his Government 
~~~esf tkne Secr~tary-G_en~ral of the League of Nations to be good enough to appoint a competent 

0 f ECI ~ ~~ Impartiality and discernment who would, as a member of this Commission 
o nqmry:. VI~It the country. 
b The I:rbe~Ian delegation had raised objections to the creation of the Commission on Slavery 

ecause Lrbena cou~d not accept or agree to an:y ?~ts~de contr?l of her internal policy, except 
~hen she herself, as m the present case, took the mrbabve of askmg for an international investiga
tion. 

Liberia was the only and the first country which had, ever since it first came into existence in 
1~47, _solemnly c?ndemned sl_aveey. The charter of independence, drawn up by the founders of the 
Lrbenan Republic, opened with the motto :"The' abolition of slavery and the love of liberty brought 
us here". 

In_ its ~ecl.aration of independence of 1847: Liberia solemnly proclaimed the abolition of slavery 
afold t~1s prmCiple had always formed the basis of the Government's policy and of all social life in 
Lrbena. · 

It was, however, comprehei~sib~e that a deeply rooted scourge could not be eradicated in the 
course. of. a few years. The Libenan Government had started prudently by condemning and 
declarmg illegal slavery of every kind and decreeing severe punishments. • 

Thanks to the st_eps taken _by;: t:he Government during the past twenty-five years, slavery in 
ev~ry form J:.ad conSiderably dimimshed and at the present moment was non-existent. It was 
stnctly forbidden, severely punished, and deprecated by public opinion. The international 
Commission of Enquiry would be able to verify the truth of these statements. 

It was undeniable, however, that some isolated cases of slavery might, from time to time 
occur in l:iberi~, but these violations of the law did not by any means prove that slavery, as ~ 
system, eXIsted m the country or that the Government tolerated it. 

As far as the geographical situation of the country permitted, the Liberian Government had 
always done its best and taken all possible steps to eradicate entirely the scourge of slavery, more 
particularly since signing the 1926 Convention. 

It should, moreover, be remembered that Liberia had no railways and hundreds of square 
kilometres of territory where communications were extremely difficult and slow, so that official 
control and supervision were handicapped, and a few isolated cases of infringement of the laws 
prohibiting slavery might well occur. He did not, therefore, dispute the fact that, as in other 
countries, there might be some cases of slavery in Liberia, but he did emphatically deny that slavery 
was still permitted or tolerated by his Government. 

With reference to forced labour, the delegation had had the honour of making precise 
declarations at the last International Labour Conference. 

There were only two questions to which he had still to reply : \Vhy had no information been 
sent to the League of Nations? What was the reason for the delay in ratifying the 1926 Convention? . 

His Government had not, or its own initiative, sent the information required because the solemn 
condemnation of slavery in Liberia was well known and the legislation sanctioning such abolition 
equally so. His Government had not, perhaps, volunteered information, but it had done more. 
It had proposed to submit to an international Commission of Enquiry the problem of investigating 
the conditions of slavery and forced labour in Liberia. 

The Liberian delegation was, moreover, prepared to furnish the fullest information and, in 
order to comply with Article 7 of the 1926 Convention, it had prepared a memorandum which it 
would transmit to the Secretariat on the following day or the day after. 

The Republic of Liberia had been one of the firs! countries to sign the ~onv~ntion. It ~ad 
done so with joy and gratitude. No statesman or diplomat could be surpnsed If a Conventwn 
signed in September 1926 was not yet ratified in 1929, bearing in mind especially how dilatory 
Parliaments were, particularly in Africa. The Liberian delegation wished solemnly to assure the 
Committee that ratification would not be delayed : it would very probably take place before the 
end of the year, certainly as soon as _Parliame~t opened in October next. . 

In conclusion, the speaker felt It to be his duty to make a protest to the Committee and the 
League of Nations against cert~in publications r~garding his country. For some y~rs past the 
Liberian Republic had been su?Jected to a campaign of calumny on _accoun~ ?fa few Iso!ated cases 
of violation of the laws abolishmg slavery and forced labour. Certam publicists had, without any 
sort of proof, disseminated the most odious and ~nfoun~ed slanders. In vie-:v of such proce~din~s, 
his Government had decided to resort to an Impartial means of controllmg the allegatwns m 
question namely to set up an international Commission of Enquiry, which would give entire 
satisfaction to th~ League of Nations and to the world and would raise the prestige of the League, 
particularly in Africa. . . . - -. . . . 

In submitting the above remarks, the Libenan delegation agrerd m prmciple to the resolution 
proposed. 

Viscount CECIL oF CHELWOOD (British Empire) said he had been glad to hear that the Liberian 
Government had decided to appoint a ~ommission ?f Enquiry. Th:is indicated a real ~esire to 
bring all the ftJ.cts before the world, and rf the enqmry were exhaustive-as he was sure rt would 
be-the results could only be beneficial to all concerned. 
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Hewished to correct one misapprehension. He had never inte~ded proposing the creation of 
a League Commission to investigate indiscrimina~ely. Such a thmg W?uld b_e C?ntr<l:ry to t~e 
constitution of the League itself. Any such Commrsswn co~d ~nly make mvestrgatwns m a spec~
fic country with the agreement of that co~ntry .. T~e Lrb~nan delegate ~ad stated tha_t his 
Government had signed the Slavery ConventiOn wrth JOY! which he, Lord Cecil, fully apprecrated. 

The British Government was still of opinion that rt would have been preferable to have 
appointed a Commission, which could have acted with grea~er authority and vigour than the Secre
tariat itself and could have penetrated to the root of the evrl. 

A compromise had been reached, for which the Committee owed a great deal to t~e French 
delegation, and he did not propose to re-open the matter, but he hoped that the ~ecretanat would 
devote all its energy to the enquiry, and that next year the results would be satisfactory en~u_gh 
to make further enqui,ry unnecessary. If, however, this should not prove to be the case, the Bnhsh 
Government retained full liberty to raise. the question afresh. 

1\I. HUBERT (France) thanked Lord Cecil for his kind allusion to the French delegation's action. 
The result attained proved that, when the spirit of co-operation was given free play, agreement 
could always be reached . 

]\f. SoTTILE (Liberia) said that he would be very glad to communicate to his Government the 
British delegate's declarations. 

M. GoRGE (Switzerland) recalled that the resolution adopted by the Assembly last year 
expressed the hope that all States concerned in any way with slavery should ratify the Convention. 
This resolution therefore did not refer to Switzerland. The draft resolution which would be sub
mitted to the Assembly, on the other hand, provided that an invitation should be sent to all States, 
without exception, to adhere to the Convention. This resolution would, refer therefore, to 
Switzerland also. 

The attitude of the Swiss Government toward this matter was known. It had the utmost 
sympathy with the movement in favour of the suppression of slavery, which was still an open 
wound from which humanity suffered, and would be one of+he first of the States to rejoice in the 
complete success of the efforts of the League of Nations. The Swiss Government did not see at 
present, however, that its accession to the Slavery Convention could be useful or desirable, but, if 
the Committee considered that Switzerland could help in the full execution of the 1926 Convention, 
the Swiss Federal Council could scarcely hesitate to consider favourably the question of its accession 
to the Convention. 

Count APPONYI (Hungary) supported the Swiss delegate's statement. 

Count BONIN-LONGARE (Italy) thought that the support of two States like Switzerland and 
Hungary would have great moral value which would be much appreciated. It was for that reason 
that he expressed the wish that those Governments should accede to the Convention. 

Viscount CECIL OF CHELWOOD (British Empire) thought.that the Chairman of the Sixth Com
mittee would be interpreting the feelings of all his colleagues if he were to inform the Swiss delega
tion that the members of the Committee unanimously endorsed the remarks made by Count Bonin-
Longare. · 

. ~is Highness Mohammad Ali Khan. FoROUGHI (Persia) s~id that the Secretariat had already 
been mformed of the reasons why Persra had not yet been able to accede to the Convention on 
Slavery. 

Persia could not accept paragraph 2 of Article 3 referring to a future general Convention on the 
slave trade which created rights and imposed obligations of the same nature as those in the 
Convention of June 17th, 1926, concerning the International Traffic in Arms. The Persian , 
Government had not signed this latter Convention as it considered that certain of its provisions 
would be prejudicial to national sovereignty. 

_That, however, ~id not prevent Persia from fulfilling her duty from the humanitarian point 
of vrew. F_o: some time past ~he _had put an end to the slave traffic in her territory. According 
to the provrswns o~ the Conshtutw_n of 1976, all the inhabitants were placed on the same footing 
under the la~, and rr: 1~29 the Persran Parliament had passed a law declaring free every slave who 
reached Persran terntonal waters or set foot on Persian soil. 

M. CATASTINI, pirector of the Mandates Section, drew the attention of the Committee to the 
fact that ~he adopt_wn by th~ Assembly of the resolution proposed by the Sub-Committee would 
mean _an mcrea~e m expendr~ure of about 6,ooo francs. Under the terms of the most recent 
financral regttiahon, ;ll reso~uhons n~cessitating expenditure for which provision was not made in 
the budge~ must, bewre b~mg s~bmrtted to the Assembly, be referred to the Fourth Committee, 
where the mcreased expendrture mvolved must be approved by a two-thirds majority. 

The report and proposals of the Sub-Committee were adopted. 

M. PALACIOS (Spain) was appointed Rapporteur to the Assembly. 

10. Mandates . 

. Dr.,NANSEN (Norway) expressed the regrets of the Committee at the recent death of General 
Frerre d Andrade, who had been a member of the Permanent Mandates Comm · · f ·t · · 
and who had given it the support of his authority and of his great experience~~~~~!~~~ ~a~~~:~1 

H~ also expressed regr~t at the cruel loss which· the Committee had sustained in the person of 
Mr. Gnmshaw, representative of the International Labour Office on the c · · h h d ommrssvm, w o a 
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worked from the beginning with d · · Grimshaw had di d r energy an mtelhgence for the welf<~.re of native peoples. Mr 
it was fittin tha e rterally ~rom overwork for the cause which he had served so well. l-Ie thought 
t t'f t t; . t the Commrttee, by a resolution which might be adopted bv the Assemblv should 
:i~~ 6s ~amt~~portance of the great loss which it had suffered, and should express its s)·~pathy 

. D
1
r. tNansen then m~de ~brief statement on the mandates questions and on the progress made 

smce as year. ' 

The dCommitt~e would_ note with great satisfaction that the mandatory Powers had more and 
~0~~ m~ e a practice of bemg represe~ted a~ the de~iberations of the l\Iandates Commission either 

Y e overnors of the mandated terntory m questiOn or by high officials. 
The Mandates Commissio?- had e~amined fifteen annual reports, and four High Commissioners 

or Gov~rnors and five other hrgh officrals had been present at the examination. Dr. 1\ansen said 
that thrs was a matter for congratulation. 

The rep;esentative o! Finlan~ on the Council had referred in his report in regard to mandates 
to the questiOn of soverergnty, which had already given rise to numerous controversies. It would 
be re~e~ber~d that ab~ut t'ro years ago the Council had adopted a report in which the question 
had, m_hrs opmon, been defimtely settled. That report established that a mandatory Power could, 
under .rts man.date, have no "sovereignty" in the normal sense of the word in a mandated area 
commrtted torts charge. 

I?- regard to the Tanganyika question, Dr. Nansen said that he was very pleased with the 
most rmportant s_tatem~z:r.t whrch had been made on this subject by the representative of the British 
Go_v~rnment. The Bnhsh representative had said in effect that, whatever his Government's 
opm1~n on the question was, no decision would be taken before the plan proposed had been 
exammed by the Mandates Commission. 

Another delicate subject was Palestine. Every member of the Committee realised how dHfi
cult the present situation was and also realised that words used in the Committee might have 
repercussions elsewhere which might add to the difficulties of the task which the mandatory Power 
had to fulfil. Nevertheless, the fundamental facts of the situation should be recognised. 

Palestine was under a mandate which had been solemnly drawn up and confirmed by the 
Council of the League, and the mandatory Power had an international responsibility. It was 
therefore particularly satisfactory that the Prime Minister and Foreign Secretary of Great Britain 
should have given public assurances that nothing would divert the mandatory Power from carrying 
out the mandate which had been entrusted to it. 

He was sure the Assembly would desire him to express his gratification at that decision, and 
he assured the mandatory Power that it would have full support from the League in its difficulties. 

Incidents had occurred in Palestine owing to differences of opinion between different sections 
of the population. The British Government was studying this question thoroughly and would 
find a solution which it was hoped would be satisfactory and which would remove, in the future, all 
causes of friction. 

It was satisfactory to see that increased publicity was being given to the work of the Mandates 
Commission, the very full and valuable Minutes of which were quickly published and read more 
and more by the public.. A great number of copies of the reports dealing with mandated territories 
had been distributed by the mandatory Powers; and recently the Governor of Tanganyika had taken 
the very useful initiative of distributing copies also to the Members of the Legislative Council. The 
sale of the publications and reports on this subject was increasing every year. 

In regard to the campaign against the liquor traffic, the Coun~il had been able to note the adhe
sion of all the mandatory Powers to the definition of various terms concerning the liquor traffic 
found in the mandates and in the St. Germain Convention. The Council had also proposed various 
measures to be taken in West Africa for the control of the liquor traffic. 

The relations existing between Persia and Iraq had given rise to some anxiety last year. The 
CDmmittee would no doubt be glad to note the very considerable improvement which had taken 
place since then, especially in connection with the proposal by the British Government for the 
institution of a uniform judicial system in Iraq. 

In view of the fears which had sometimes been expressed that the present procedure with 
regard to petitions made it difficult for i?habitants of territories under mand~t~ to gain acc~ss to 
the organs of the League, it was interestmg to note that the l\~an?ates Co~mrssron was dealmg at 
every session with an in.cre~ing number of petitions, the maJonty of whrch had e~1anated from 
inhabitants of those tern tones. 

In conclusion, he desired to say that the documents which were laid before t~e Committee had 
increased his faith in the satisfactory work and the future success of the mandates. system as a whole, 
which permitted of international co-operation being exercised in questions of a very delicate nature 
for the welfare of the countries concerned. 

Count BoNIN-LONGARE (Italy) wished to repeat very briefly the observations of the represen
tative of Italy on the Council wit~ :egard to ~he question of the union of Tanganyika wiili Kenya 
and Uganda, which were under Bnhsh soverergnty. 

The Mandates Commission had not felt called upon to formulate any conclusion in this matter 
since as yet only a scheme had been brought forward. The observations of its members on various 
points had ~hown, however, the importance which the Commission attached to this subject, and 
which should_ be attached to it by the l\fembers of the League. 
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The scheme in question was based upon Article ro of the man_date,_which, it see~ed, would 
authorise its adoption. It should not be forgotten, however, that this article also conta~ed a very 
important and very explicit reservation to the effect that no measure could be taken which would 
be contrary to the mandatory system. . . . 

It had been thought, in view of certain precedents that this reservatiOn :V?uld not apply_ m 
this particular case. The precedent of the Union of the Cameroons under Bnt1sh mand~te With 
Nigeria had been recalled. It should be pointed out, however, that there was a great ~hfference 
between a small colonial territory and a large country under mandate such a;> Tang:my1ka. The 
aims that a Government might have in view in the administration of a coloma! territory and the 
aims which it should endeavour to achieve in the administration of territories under mandate were 
very different. 

The essential characteristic of the mandate, moreover, was its temporary nature, and an 
administrative fusion, which might also entail extensive joint schemes for important public works 
and improvements of all kinds, seemed incompatible with this characteristic. From the political 
point of view, the union might be taken as indicating a tendency towards a modification of the legal 
position of the mandated territory, which would be contrary to the very exact definition that Dr. 
Nansen had just given. . 

Count Bonin-Longare was reassured, however, by the frank, full and loyal statements of the 
British Government, which he noted with satisfaction. In view'of these statements, he did not 
doubt that the League might make a pronouncement on this question through the normal channel 
constituted by the technical body which assisted the Council in these matters. 

It seemed to him that, of all the mandates, the Palestine mandate was the most delicate one, 
mainly for historical reasons. The country over which this mandate was exercised had been the 
scene of events which were at the basis of world civilisation. The names of the various parts of 
this country were known to everyone, even to the humblest, to whom they had become familiar 
through their daily reading. It was only to be expected, therefore, that the regrettable incidents 
which had occurred should have attracted general attention. Such incidents were particularly 
regrettable in that they had led to a considerable loss of human life, and in that they were evidence 
of an explosion of racial hatred which, one would have believed, had been long banished from 
present-day civilisation. 

Nevertheless, the Committee might remember that the mandatory Power had assured it through 
its most authoritative representatives-its Prime Minister at the Assembly, and its Minister for 
Foreign Affairs at the Council-that it had the situation well in hand, that order would be restored 
immediately, and that an enquiry had been instituted in order to ascertain the causes of these 
deplorable incidents. The Committee might note these statements with satisfaction and offer the 
mandatory Power its wishes for as early a success as possible. 

He trusted that the region where had been pronounced the most august words· of peace and human 
brotherhood that the world had heard would soon be pacified for the worshippers of all nations. 

Sir James PARR (New Zealand) agreed that difficulties should not be placed in the way of a 
mandatory Power by anything that might be said in the Committee. Count Bonin-Longare's 
appeal was a very necessary one. · 

. He would _like to express his great pleasure that Dr. Nansen was still with the Committee as a 
kmd of unoffi_c1al umpire, to s~e. fair play in the territories under mandate and to keep a watchful 
eye on the domgs of all authontles connected with mandates. . 

. He wished to join in the expressions of regret that had been made regarding the death of Mr. 
Gnmsha_w, a ~ember of tl_le Mandates Commission, whose independence of view, clear-headedness, 
and clanty of JUdgment S1r James Parr had always admired. 

· As Dr. ,Nanse~ ~ad said, the mandates system was still in an experimental stage. This was 
the speakers conv1ctwn after four years of intimate relation with it. It would, he believed, be a 
succes~ l~rgely because of the good feeling, understanding and sympathy between the Mandates 
Com~~msswn an~ the ~~ndatory Powers. Unlimited patience was necessary in the working out 
of this new relat!onsh1p ~- government created since the war-patience on the part of the man
datory Power With conditions and problems which were the most difficult the world had ever seen 
and sympathJ; o~ the pa~t of the Mandates Commission and an understanding of those problems. ' 

~reat Bntam (and m some measure, her dominions also), which had been entrusted with these 
m~n ates had, for years past, poured out millions of money obtained from taxpayers-at a time 
w J~/heK't;ere faced With the grave.st financial problems-for developing these new territories, 
an \t c~ h noGt be a so?-rc_e of surpnse that there was a section of English opinion which almost 
regre ~ t. at reat. Bnta11:1 had ever undertaken these mandates. He referred to an article 
ap~armg m the Da~ly Ma~l under the heading" Hand back the Mandates"; but Great Britain 
7th dt noithand back the man~ates, nor would her dominions. He could assure the Committee 
o a.. was a matter of national honour to perform a great trust. 

S1r James Parr had welcomed the straight£ d t t f · · · 
that, notwithstanding the troubles in Palestine t~~~[tis~ ~:~emnmt oentthweoulBrditcisht~oreitgn Sdec;e~atry 
that territory "t h d d · h · ' . on mue o a mm1s er 
to the article'i~s ;he 'bai?ne m_t e pas~, m the best mter~sts of t~e peoples. He had merely referred 
which was rather tired odh~ =~t:~o~~i:ryta~ce of the P~~~~f ~1:w ?f a secti~n of the British public, 

With reference to Palesti s· xpense.an c ties.mvolved m these new countries. 
could affirm that GreatBritainn~~d ~o~~:e~hParr saidbihat, ir~m his knowledge of that country, he 
one which the outside world (always in I" e~e ~pro em 0 ~ e most extreme and urgent difficulty 
grasped: a problem that would tax all c me o censure t e man~atory Power) had not fully 
Italian delegate had been perfectly rig~~he:~~c~s ~nd .~a~esp1ansh1p of _the Britishpe ople. The 

· formed in regard to matters that · h . e a Sal t at too hasty JUdgments should not be 
confronting the mandatory Powem. rsigsht oclcdurlm anybofthose territories, but that the great difficulties 

ou a ways e remembered. · 
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With regard to the question of · t h It was true that a differen e f .. sover~Ign y, e personally was not greatly concerned with it. 
that sovereignty was abso~ t 1 opm~o~ ~xisted, and that one of the Dominions had taken the view 
by the Appeal Court of th ~ ~y v~s. e m the manda~ory Power. A decision had even been given 
vested in the mandator ~ omi~Ion on <1: case of_high treason, to the effect that sovereignty was 
regarded soverei nt Y ower. .n ~ar.r:ymg out Its mandate, however, New Zealand at present 
d . "t b t f g l as ai?- academic Issue and was more concerned with the practical question of 

It
omg I s . esd thor t ehterntory under mandate than with the theoretical question of sovereigntv 

recogmse at t e mandates system t d k" d f · · .J • forei n to th ld "d f. . crea e a new m o govenmental relahonslup qmte 
.t b g t f teho b 1 keas 0 mternahonal law, and that it had accepted a trust from the Leao-ue to do 
1 s es or ~ ac ward peo~Ie~ in the te~itory under mandate. New Zealand would"'continue 
to holdhthat. VIew and to put It mto practice, reserving the question of technical sovereicrnty for 
some ot er time. b 

. . The Mandates Commission was en_titled not only to the support of the Committee but also to 
1ts sympathy. _It had an extremely diffic~lt. duty to perform, and it was upon the tact, patience, 
and understanding of the Mandates Comm1ssion that the continuance of the success of the system 
d~~en~ed. The Mand3:tes C?mmission might easily irritate by its actions a great Power or a small, 
v1rile, mdependent nation, hke New Zealand, whi~h :-vas administering territories under mandate, 
but, so far ~she had b~en able ~o see, that Commission had shown the utmost consideration and 
understandmg of the difficulties with which the mandatory Powers were faced, and, so far as New 
Zealand was concerned, had been a partner (which was the correct relationship) with the mandatory 
Power in carrying out its duties. 

. Dr. VON ScHUBERT (Germany) wished to submit a few general observations to indicate the 
German Government's views on the League's activities in the sphere of mandates. 

He expressed his great satisfaction at the manner in which the Mandates Commission had 
performed its difficult task. The Minutes and the various reports of this Commission clearly 
showed how conscientiously it had done its work. 

It also gave him great satisfaction to notice that the Mandates Commissi~n had done its best 
to ensure in every way the application of the main principles on which the mandates system was 
bas~d, ~nd which were embodied in the Covenant, including, among others, the maintenance of the 

. terntones under mandate as separate units. This principle applied notably to the constitutional 
status of Tanganyika. 

As the question had already been publicly discussed in the Council, he confined himself to 
referring to the statements made there by Dr. Stresemann, when the latter had emphasised the great 
importance attached to this point by the German Government. 

The other fundamental principle on which the mandates system was based was the maintenance 
of the legal relation,s between the League and the territories under mandate-in other words, 
the question of sovereignty. ·In this connection, the speaker entirely associated himself with 
Dr. Nansen's views. 

Dr. von Schubert was convinced that the Mandates Commission's efforts, especially in regard 
to the application of these main principles, would be unremittingly pursued. 

Apart from the main political questions, the Mandates Commission had also dealt with nume
rous questions of detail. Dr. von Schubert drew attention particularly to that of the most-favoured
nation clause ; he regarded it as just and equitable that the Members of the League which, in virtue 
of the provisions of the mandates, enjoyed the benefit of the most-favoure1-nation clause in certain 
territories under mandate should grant the latter the same rights in commercial matters. 

The German delegate considered that the Mandates Commission had been well inspired to draw 
attention to this point and he hoped that an equitable solution would b~ reached in due course. 

Passing to the e.vents in Palestine which had recently been discussed by the Council, Dr. von 
Schubert recalled that on that occasion Dr. Stresemann had expressed the German Government's 
profound regret at the un!ortunat~ _incidents :-vhich ha~ cost so many li~es. The British delegate 
on the Council had supplied prov1s1onal details regardmg these deploraole events and had stated 
that the British Government as Mandatory had immediately taken all the necessary measures to 
put an end to the situation. 

Dr. von Schubert hoped that the British Government would succeed in its efforts to appease 
the population of these territories as soon as possible, and to obviate the possibility of any recurrence 
of such events in the future. 

Mrs. SwANWICK (British Empire) said that frequent reference had been made in the ~ouncil to the 
statements of the Secretary of State. The British delegation was grateful to the Sixth Committee 
for the sympathy expressed with it in the present situation, which was a cause of grief not only to 
the Government but to the people of Great Britain. The suffering and misery caused by the recent 
outbreak in Palestine were a source of very great grief to all well-thinking people in her country. 
Assurances had been given that there would be a thorough enquiry into the situation and that 
martial law was not now in force in Palestine, but that the civil courts were functioning. It was 
hoped to discover by impartial enquiry some of the deep-lying_causes of the trouble,_which had been 
quite truly referred to as due to problems of extraordmary difficulty and complex1ty. There was 
nothin<>" to add to what the Secretary of State had said because no further detailed information was 
to hand, and further policy would be deter~ined in the I_ight of facts a~ discov~re~ by impartial 
enquiry. The mandate would be supported m every possible way, and Great Bntam was grateful 
to the Assembly and this Committee for their sympathy . 

• 
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She would point out that the Hilton-Yourig report regarding the project for t.he adrninist~ative 
union of Tanganyika with Kenya and Uganda was onl:y- issu~d in January of this year and It had 
not been possible to make it the subject of detailed consideration by the present Government. She 
could only repeat that any decision taken by the Government would be ~eported to t.he Mandat.es 
Commission, which would have an opportunity of considering ~nd makmg obsen:atwn~ upon It. 
While refraining from expressing any opinion, because the question wa~ und~r c?nsideration by the 
Government, she had no doubt that the British Government would ~o~siderwith mterest a!ldrespect 
all that was said by the Mandates Commission and by any.body sittmg under the auspices of the 
League. The more interest that was taken by the League m mandates the greater the help to the 
proper administration of mandates. . . . 

She hoped that more would be heard in future regar~g the yast concessiOns which .w_ere said 
to have been made in the mandated area of Ruanda-Urundi to pnvate persons. T~e Bn~Ish, w~o 
had so much to do with colonial administration, knew very well what great diffic~ties might an~e 
from vast private concessions, which seemed to.help to deve~op a c?untry, and w~ch very: often did 
so in one sense, but were the cause of very senous future difficulties from. the pomt of VIew of the 
mandate. She was glad that the Mandates ComJ:?ission had drawn attention to ~he fact and hoped 
that the Belgian Government would be able to gtve assurances that the concess~m;s would ~e kept 
very firmly within the control of the mandatory Power and w.ould. be adrnimstered with the 
sympathy and understanding which were fully expected from Befgmm m the matter. 

The continuation of the discussion was adjourned to the next meeting. 

FIFTH MEETING. 

Held on Saturday, September 14tlz, 1929, at ro a.m. 

Chairman : M. ]ANSON (Belgium). 

11. Mandates (continuation). 

M. DE QuEVEDO (Portugal) thanked Dr. Nansen on behalf of the Portuguese delegation for 
his speech on the previous day regarding General Freire d' Andrade, a member of the Mandates 
Commission, whose death was regretted by all his countrymen. He paid a brief tribute to Mr. 
Grimshaw, who had gained the devotion and friendship of all with whom he had come in contact. 

The work of the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth sessions of the Mandates Commission 
showed with what care it was accomplishing the delicate task entrusted to it by the Covenant. It 
was not always an easy matter to investigate conscientiously the administration of mandated terri
tories without impairing the necessary authority of the mandatory Powers and without giving 
offence to them. Yet the Commission had successfully discharged this duty. 

The questions raised in the·annual report proved how complicated colonial problems were 
and showed that the mandatory Powers were most efficiently fulfilling the mission entrusted to 
them by the League. 

The chapter on petitions-contained complaints which were an inevitable accompaniment of 
the mandates system. They were frequently extremely delicate questions requiring infinite tact. 
The procedure with regard to petitions had been very judiciously drawn up and, even when petitions 
were not granted, the publicity secured for complaints was of advantage to the petitioners. 

The mandates system was not in every case well conceived as regarded its principles or the 
details of its operation, but it had done good service in furnishing a satisfactory solution for many 
major post-war problems. · 

In this matter too, he could only congratulate the Mandates Commission on the impartiality 
and skill with which it had carried out its task ; the Council, too, had handled these delicate 
questions with great prudence and discretion. 

Dr. Nansen had strongly emphasised a number of questions raised by the reports submitted 
for examination to the Sixth Committee, and in his enthusiasm for mandates had even thought 
the principle might be partially extended. 

The speaker thought it would be a mistake to extend the mandates principle in any way. 
l\I~ndat~s ~~re the ~esult of a very special s.ituation which was a legacy of the war. They had a 
umqu~ JUridical bas.Is ~nd ~ould not be applied apart from the whole situation de facto and de jure 
resultmg fro'n the liqmdation of the w<_>rld war. For the rest, the Italian delegate, Count Bonin
Longare, had shown very clearly the difference between ordinary colonial administration and the 
colonial administration of territories under mandate. 
. The Portuguese delegation heartil~ supported Sir James Parr's point of view as to the theore· 

ti~al character of the problem of sovereignty under the mandates system, and identified itself with 
his stat~ment that the authority of the mandatory Powers should not be lessened, in view of the 
very delicate and complex nature of colonial problems. 

~i~h regard to Tanganyika and P~estine, !he speaker paid a tribute to the loyal attitude of 
the Bntish Government, whose declaratiOns testified to a deep respect for the obligations entailed 
by mandates. 

Serious examination should be given to the question of the most-favoured-nation clause. The 
principl.e of re.cip~ocity did not exist under the mandates system ; the problem was one that should 
be studied ObJectively, as it could not be solved in an entirely uniform way. 

(' 
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In conclusion M de Queved d hi d · · 
C 

. . . ' · o expresse sa miratwn and respect for the work of the Mandates 
ommisswn which had paid a co 1· t t th 1 · 1 · · . f c' mp Imen o e co oma expenence of Ius own country by 

appoill mg ount de Penha Garcia in the place of General Freire d'Andrade. 
h SHe also. expressed his satisfaction with the excellent organisation of the Mandates Section of 

t ~- ecretanat ~m~er M. Catastini, who had paid a visit to Portugal this year and had described to 
au Iences consistmg of the intellectual elite of the country how the mandates system worked 
generally. 

M. de Quevedo suggested that the Committee should appoint Dr. Nansen as Rapporteur. 

M. MUHLSTEIN (Poland) wished to comment briefly on the incidents in Palestine. 
The Polish Goye~nment had followed with close attention the deplorable occurrences, and its 

sympat~y. for the victrms was all the keener because it controlled a country inhabited by more than 
three million Jews, who had close bonds of attachment to those who had suffered in Palestine . 

. The Polish delegate had ~een ~ery glad to hear the statements of the British representative, 
which gave the necessary satisfaction to all who were interested in the future of the Palestine 
mandate. He ~r?sted that the Committee would be unanimous in hoping that the praiseworthy 
~fforts of.the B;Itish Go:rern~ent would be successful so that the very important work accomplished 
ill Palestme might contmue m ~n atmosphere of harmony and security. 

H. H. Mohammad Ali Khan FOROUGHI (Persia) said that he would like to thank Dr. Nansen for 
his interest in regard to the friendly relations between Persia and Iraq ; he was also anxious to 
make a short statement on the situation . 

. Until recently, the. Government of Iraq had not been recognised by the Persian Government, 
mamly .because a certa~n number of foreigners enjoyed legal privileges in Iraq which were refused 
to Persians. The Persian Government could not agree to Persians being treated less favourably 
than other foreigners. 

The British Government, fortunately, had in the end concurred in the Persian point of view. 
:\t the March ses.sion of the Council, Sir Austen Chamberlain had admitted that the judicial system 
ill Iraq was decidedly unfair and had proposed that the Council should authorise the British 
Government to negotiate with Iraq a new judicial agreement based on the equality of all foreigners. 
This authorisation was granted and the Persian Government had immediately recognised the Iraq 
Government . 

.The new judicial agreement between Great Britain and Iraq would shortly be submitted to the 
Council of-the League and would confer a definite and equitable status upon all foreigners residing 
inlraq. · 

The Persian delegate then referred to events in Palestine, regarding which he thought it was 
still premature to express an opinion. 

As the representative of a Moslem country, he sympathised with his co-religionists who had 
suffered and were still suffering in that unfortunate country. As a member, however, of the human 
family, deeply desirous to see good understanding, peace and brotherhood prevail among all nations, 
he deplored the recent happenings and trusted that they would never recur. 

He was quite convinced that both parties could live in complete harmony if they would only 
realise and feel that their interests were not necessarily opposed and could, with goodwill, be recon
ciled. This result could easily be obtained if the British Government, with its vast experience in 
the administration of peoples, set itself to find for Palestine the system which would result in the 
establishment there of peace and concord. 

In conclusion, he emphasised the necessity for a strictly impartial investigation. It would 
obviously not be in accordance with the spirit of equality and justice animating the League of 
Nations if one of the parties to this tragic dispute could stifle the legitimate rights and aspirations 
of the other. · 

He was following the course of events closely and devoutly hoped that everything possible 
would be done to enable the people of Palestine to enjoy the harmony and tranquillity which they 
so much needed. 

M. AuBERT (France) associated himself with the wish expressed by several speakers to see the 
troubles in Palestine speedily settled. These incidents had occurred between races many of whose 
representatives inhabited territories administered by France and in two places with which France, 
a Latin Power, could not but be concerned. 

He reminded the Committee that France had also had to suppress similar troubles in a neigh
bouring country, on which occasion she had received t.he entire sympathy of the J.eague, just ~s 
had Great Britain in the present case. France was domg all she could to prevent the troubles m 
Palestine having any reaction in Syria. 

In view of the delicate nature of the mandates system, the French delegate thought that every 
care should be taken to avoid making any statements which might complicate the task of the man
datory Powers.· He would draw the attention of the Italian delegate to the danger of general 
allusions to the temporary nature of the mandat~s. Although this e;cpre~sion had been used. in 
regard to Tanganyika, he thought that Count Bonm-Longa~e had had ill mmd A ma~dates, whiCh 
related to populations that might one day hope to attam self-government. Article 22 of the 
Covenant made no allusion in this sense as regards Band C mandates, but only as regards A 
mandates. On the other hand, there was nothing in the decisions of the S?pr~m~ Council of ~e 
Allied and Associated Powers by which the mandates had been allotted which md1cated that their 
constitution or attribution was in any way temporary. 
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M. Aubert thought that, if the peoples under mandate got the impression that. the mandatory 
Powers governed them in a temporary capacity, the t~k of the latter wo.uld o~wwusly b~ made 
more difficult and they would not be encouraged to mcur large expenditure m promotmg the 
prosperity of such countries. 

Mrs. SwANWICK (British Empire) wished to refer to a d~finite juri~cal po!nt, which was all the 
more important since ill-informed newspapers, very often with a large. Circulati~n, were apt t? over
look juridical points to which the League of Nations was bound to g~ve attenti.on. The porn~ she 
had in mind was this : The bestowal of the mandates was vested m the Allied and Associated 
Powers, and the mandates could not be alienated except by the agreement of all the ~ied and 
Associated Powers, which included the United States of America. 

Count BoNIN-LONGARE (Italy) thanked Sir James Parr for his kind reference at yesterday's 
meeting, but thought he ought to correct the impression made, as Sir James had evidently not quite 
clearly understood his meaning. In deprecating any remarks which might in any.wa~ add to the 
difficulties of exercising a mandate, Count Bonin-Longare stated that he had had m VIew only the 
special case of Palestine. · . 

If he had spoken on this subject in general terms, he would apparently have been suggestmg 
that the League of Nations should supervise mandates in an intsrmittent or superficial manner. 
On the contrary, during all the years that he had shared in this work he had always tried to emphasise 
the fact that it was the League's right and duty to supervise through the intermediary of the Man
dates Commission. Nothing had happened to make him change his view, nor did his instructions 
permit of such a thing. ' 

Replying to M. Aubert's observations regarding the temporary character of the mandates, 
the Italian delegate thought that the word "mandate" itself, and within the meaning of civil ~aw, 
implied an institution of a temporary nature. Article 22 of the Covenant of the League of Natwns 
spoke of tutelage, and, under the civil code, tutelage also came to an end-namely, when the ward 
attained his majority. 

The temporary nature of the mandate had been frequently affirmed during the discussions of 
the Mandates Commission, as the Minutes proved. The Minutes of the last session even reproduced 
a passage from a diplomatic document emanating from a Government which had taken a leading 
part in framing the Covenant of the League of Nations. In this document the temporary nature 
of the mandates was clearly stated. 

In conclusion, the Italian delegate agreed that this was not the moment to start a debate on 
such a delicate question of principle ; he would merely register his reservation to the opinion 
expressed by the French delegate .. 

M. HUBERT (France) wished merely to bring forward one consideration in connection with the 
statement made by his colleague- M. Aubert. It referred to the comparisons made by his friend 
and colleague Count Bonin-Longare with civil law; colonial mandates were a new conception
an outcome of the war. He did not think the idea originated directly from ordinary civil law, 
but rather from Anglo-Saxon thought which had assumed concrete form in the three types of 
mandates. 

It was true that tutelage ceased when the object of it attained his majority, and this was 
stipulated in the articles dealing with A mandates, but nothing was said in respect to B and C 
mandates. 

In conclusion, he agreed with Count Bonin-Longare that this discussion should not be pursued, 
as it might only increase difficulties. . 

~r. Lou~ (Soutli Africa) said he regretted .that he had not been able to be present at the 
prevwus meetmg. From a perusal of the Minutes, he had gained the impression that there had 
been ?-O expr~ssion ?f. dissa~isfaction with regard to the way in which the mandatory Powers had 
exercised their admimstratwn. He thanked the members of the Sixth Committee. 

He pointed out that the Government of South Africa had always done its best to collaborate 
with the Mandates C~mrr,tission, to :Vhich it ~ad sent .men actually in charge of the administration 
of t~e. mandated ternto~Ies at c?nsiderable mconvemence, sacrifice and expense, for the purpose 
of givmg the necessary mformatlon to the Mandates Commission. 

A great number of difficulties existed in connection with the administration of the territory of 
:;outh West Africa, which w~s a vast territory with very primitive means of communication, inhab
Ited by abs~lutely savage tnb~s. As an iJ.!.ustration of the difficulties encountered by the manda
tory Power m South West Afnca, he mentwned that the efforts made in regard to health and edu
catiOn were often openly opposed by the natives. 

He did n~t wish ~o embark on a ~egal disc~ssio~ of the question of sovereignty. Dr. Nansen's 
refere~ces to the subject at the prevwus meetmg did not state the position quite correctly. The 
Council had not finally settled the question and it had not declared that the mandatory Power 
possessed no sovereignty over a territory under mandate. 

In the report to the Council on the work of the fifteenth session of the Mandates Commission 
it was stated : 

. "'~he Permanent ¥andates Commission notes with regret that, in spite of all its previous 
discussiOns on .the subject and all the correspondence exchanged between the Council of the 
League of !'Jatwns and .t~e Government of the Union of South Africa in r927 and rg28, it has 
never received an explic~t answer t? its :;epeated question on the meaning attached by that 
Government to the term full sovereignty , used to define the legal relations between the man
datory Power and the territory under mandate." 

0 
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He thought that these remark f th M d · · · · · Government H f d 
1 

s 0 . e an ates Commission were not qmte fatr to Ius 

Particularly to theerere etrred ttled bComrruttee t? ~he ~rev!ous discussions on the subject, and 
por a op e y the Council, m which It was stated that 

. "· · · it had resolved not to express any opinion on the delicate question as to where sove
~eigtnty over mandated territories resides, but that the Secretary-General should simply be 
ms ructed to forward the relev t f th l\I · · · 

t . f h an passage o e andates CommiSSion's report for the mfor-
ma Ion o t e mandatory Power concerned." 

b H~ particu!arly wished to emphasise the use of the word "simply;'. The matter had again 
. een discussed m the following year, but it was perfectly clear that the Rapporteur had never 
mten~ed to request the Government of South Africa, through the Council, to give a reply to this 
questwn, ~nd that the statements of the Council were simply fonvarded for its observations. 

He >yished, therefore, t~ correct the impression that his Government had failed to pay attention 
to the_wishe? ?f th~ CounciL That was not the case. In view, moreover, of the statements of 
th~ Pnme Mm~ster m the South African House of Assembly, he thought his Government need not 
raise the questiOn afresh. 

In con_clusion,_ Mr. Louw asked the Committee to offer the mandatory Governments its fullest 
sympathy m the discharge of a task wliich bristled with difficulties. 

M: LO?WERS (B~lgium) •. refe;ring to the observations of the British delegate regarding Ruanda
Urund~, ~a1d that this questiOn w_as of a special character falling within the sphere of the Mandates 

. ~ommisswn. It had ?een exammed very carefully during the fourteenth session of the Commis
siOn, and the observatwns made <~;bout it would be found on pages 127 and following of the Minutes. 
~t :vould _be see~ that the Belgian member of the Mandates Commission had been the most 
lllSISter:t m haVIng th~ matter entirely cleared up. The Mandates Commission had adopted 
resolutwns on the subject which were contained in its report to the Council and a reference to it 
would be found in the report on the work of the League presented to the As;embly. The matter, 
therefore, had been by no means kept in the dark, and information could be obtained by referring 
to the very complete d_ocumentation. 

M: Louwers said that obstacles of a practical nature might arise if the Assembly and the Sixth 
Committee took the place of the Mandates Commission to examine special matters. Such matters 
should be dealt with by the Mandates Commission, while the Sixth Committee's task was to examine 
mandatory questions in their general aspect. This was the tradition that had been followed up 

·to t~e present, and it was perfectly justified. Taking into account this aspect of the question, the 
Belgian delegate nevertheless said that he would give the required explanations. 

The territory of Ruanda-Urundi was over-populated, but the population was not very evenly 
distributed; it was concentrated in the highlands. The vast plain reaching to Lake Tanganyika 
was hardly populated at all .. In the over-populated part, concessions of land had not been made 
up to the present or, if so, they had been made to a negligible extent, to allow the establishment of 
enterprises indispensable to the life of the country. In the plain, where unoccupied lands seemed 
to exist in a fairly large number, the administration of the mandatory Power had granted two or 
three concessions of a relatively considerable extent with regard to which no difficulty had arisen. 
Such was not the case in another district, which was not situated quite on the plain, where a conces
sion of J,ooo hectares had been made. It appeared that the quantity of vacant land was not so 
large as had been thought, but as the concession had only been granted subject to the rights of the 
natives, there could be no doubt that, if it appeared to the Belgian Government that it could not 
grant the whole 7,ooo hectares to the concessionnaire without injuring the rights of the natives, the 
company would not obtain the concession. 

Similarly, the Committee could rest assured that the general policy of the Belgian Government 
as regards the question of concessions would always safeguard the rights of the natives of which it 
was· the guardian. 

M. FrERLINGER (Czechoslovakia) thanked Mrs. Swan wick for her statement and for the assur
ances she had given with regard to the situation in Palestine. He associated himself with the 
observations of previous speakers on the subject. The whole civilised world followed with the 
greatest sympathy and interest Great Britain's constructive policy in Palestine, where it hoped to 
establish a new Jewish home. He had confidence in the breadth of view of the British Government 
and was sure that it would succeed in solving the problems in Palestine with the same tact as it had 
succeeded in solving others much more difficult and much more important. 

M. RAPPARD (Switzerland) said that he spoke in his capacity as_a memb~r of th~ Mandates 
Commission and not as the Swiss delegate. Moreover, he had not received anymstructwnsregard
ing this subject. 

He wished to thank those who had expressed their sympathy for the loss of two members of 
the Committee who had died during the past year; he also wished to express his sy~pathy with 
the families bereaved. 
· The question of the extension of the mandates system to other colonies could only be of interest 

for the future. It was understood that this extension would not be made without the help of the 
colonial Powers. Either the mandates system _would develop to such an ex~ent t?at both the 
mandatory Powers and those under their authonty would approve the system, m which case there 
appeared to be no reason why the colonia~ administratior:s sho~ld object to !ts becoi?ing g~neral, 
or the system would show itself to be infenor to the coloma! regtme Without mternahonal control, 
and then it was to be expected that the mandates system itself would only be of a temporary 

character. . d . bl th eli t th t t th In regard to the duration of the mandate, it was un ema e at, accor ng o e ex s, e 
contention of the Italian delegate was the corr.~~t one.. ~en the m~ndate spoke of peoples as 
"not yet bein&, capable of governing themselves, It was Implied that a time would come when they 
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would be able to govern themselves. :M. Rappar~ also agreed with :M:. Aubert, the F!e.nch delegate, 
that it was dangerous to awaken hopes which might lead to unrest. These. two op~ons co~d be 
reconciled by saying that the best proof that those under mandate could gtve of therr capacity to 
govern themselves lay in peaceful co-operation with the mandatory Powers. If the peoples had 
recourse to acts of violence, they demonstrated the necessity for the mandate. 

The fact that the question of sovereignty recurred acted as.an irritant. .Th.e ~est way! however, 
of gt>tting rid of this source of irritation was frankly to recogruse ~hat was Juridically ~VIdent. In 
his view, the problem was quite clear. The mandatory Power did not possess sovereignty. The 
:Mandates Commission had done all it could to clear up the problem. · 

Mr. Louw had said that the South African Government had never been asked to reply .to a 
definite question. In this connection, he would recall the text of the .report sent.for the cons~der
ation of the Government of the Union, in which the question was asked m terms which only admitted 
of a categorical reply. The best way of putting an end to these disc~ions was to declare that the 
Government of the Union did not consider itself as possessing sovereignty and to apJ?lY to these 
terms simply the sense of the texts. If certain provisions in the official te~ts of the Umon Govern
ment which were not in accord with the spirit of the mandates were modified, everyone would be 
pleased. . 

l\1. Rappard then dealt with the question of private concessions acc?rded by theAdrninistra~ion 
of Ruanda-Urundi, the only territory under mandate which was obVIously over-pop~J1:ted. He . 
had heard with satisfaction that extensive concessions in this territory would be exammed most 
thoroughly by the Administration. It was difficult to understand why concessions of land amount- · 
ing to 7,ooo hectares were granted in a country where famine was rife and where there was over
population. 

All the members of the Committee realised the difficulty of the problem in Palestine. · On the 
one hand, there was an obligation assumed by the mandatory Power to provide a National Home 
for the ] ews and, on the other hand, the British Government had undertaken to ensure the develop
ment of the institutions of free government and not to interfere in any way with the civil or religious 
rights of the population. The task was of great difficulty, but that it might reach a successful 
conclusion had been shown by the history of the last ten years. Understanding between the two 
sections of the populations had been possible in the past ; it would l?e again possible in the future. 

The policy of establishing a National jewish Home in Palestine was a most interesting exper
iment based on two principles ; on the one hand, the home-sickness of the Jewish people and its 
devotion to what it considered to be its ancient home, and, on the other hand, the protection of the 
mandatory Power and of the League of Nations. This last principle had broken down to some 
extent owing to the recent incidents. . 

At the beginning of the exercise of the mandate, the Jews and the Arabs had been-disarmed by. 
the mandatory Power. Deprived of the means of defending themselves against hostile attacks, 
they had placed their faith in the protection of the British Government.. The British Government 
had little by little reduced the military and police force in the country. Everyone must agree with 
this policy, for it would be strange if the League of Nations should regret the reduction of .armies 
in a territory under its control. Everyone saw in this, moreoyer, the best proof of peace, but it 
was .certain that, by congratulating the mandatory Power on its efforts towards disarmament 
pursued for years in a systematic manner, the Mandates Commission did to some extent share with 
it th~ ~espo':sibility for the recent events. But the responsibility fell, in the first instance, on the 
admuustratwn of the mandatory Power, whose assurances the Commission had accepted. · · 

All the civilised world greatly regretted the incidents which had occurred in Palestine .. It 
had, however, been somewhat consoled by the fact that France had immediately and generously 
collaborated with the mandatory Power when the disturbances had broken out, and -above all by 
the frank, ~incere and loyal declarations made by the representative of the British Government, 
who h~d.ludden nothing and had promised to throw fuU light on the question. The Mandates 
Commtsston would do everything possible to clear up the situation quite dispassionately. · 
. M. Rappard warmly thanked the mandatory Powers for their collaboration with the Commis

Sion.. _The ll:ppearance at Geneva, in an ever-increasing number, of representatives of the responsible 
a~mmistrattOns was the best proof of this desire for co-operation. It was due to their collaboration 
With the Mandates Commission, which had no direct control, that it was able to gain a precise idea 
of the nature of the problems. 

He remarked with J?leasure on the un~sual breadth of the discussion this year. He saw i~ it 
a pro?f of the co-operation of the League m the work of the mandatory Powers and the fruitful 
carrymg-out'of an experiment which was as important as it was difficult. 

. l\1. ~TOICA (Roumania) said that the people of his country had much regretted the recent events· 
m Palestme .. Many Jews who were inspired with the idea of reconstructing and making fertile one of 
the most. anCient homes of human civilisation had been victims of the disorders. The regrets of the 
Roumanian people ha~ been ~ the ~or~ acute because a sm~ part of the colonies there had been 
founded by a populat10n which, durmg 1ts unhappy wandenngs, had found refuge for some time 
on Roun1a!li?Jl ~oil ~d was still d~ply ~t~ached to it. • It should not be forgotten that there were 
about a million Inhabitants of Jewxsh ongtn among the 18,ooo,ooo inhabitants of Roumania. 

. He was sure that the mandatory Power in restoring ·order would take every possible step to 
give to a people made unl!appy by reason of historic disasters a peaceful life on the soil of its 
ancestors. . He hoped it all the more because the complete pacification and restoration of order in 
Palestine affected also the Christian world. According to the newspapers, His Holizless the Pope 
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~d ft~one~pr~ages to the Hol~ Land o:-ving to the present state of atlairs. He added that 
s 0 ess. e atnarch o~Roum.arua had glVen the same advice to Roumanian pilgrims. 

He particularly emphasised this point as the Christian world was profoundly desirous that 
peah_ce ~t d concohrd

1 
should reign in those spots where Our Saviour had lived and preached and 

w ere 1 s most o y sanctuaries were situated. 

M. P~~~~s (Spain), after ha~g associate_d himself with the tributes that had been paid 
to M. Frerre d Andrade and Mr. Gnmshaw, said that he welcomed the appointment of Dr 
Nansen as Rapporteur. ' · 

With r,egard to the important questions that had been referred to the Sixth Committee he 
need not ~tate that he shared.the view of Count Bonin-Longare with regard to the question raised 
by the Hilton-Young report m connection with Tanganyika. 

The mandates were essent!~Y tempo~. . The words quoted by l\1. Rappard, "Peoples not 
yet able to stand by themselves , were con tamed m the first paragraph of Article 22 of the Covenant. 
Th~y exprc:ssed the co~on principle w~ch held good for all the paragraphs of that article and 
which applied to all the different categones of mandates. 1\I. Palacios was surprised that the Frenclt 
delegates should have upheld any other view. 

~uardianship was a transitotoy institution, although in certain circumstances it might happen 
·that 1t would extend over a whole lifetime when the incapacity which had made it necessary con
tinued to exist. Nevertheless, although this incapacity might have become the normal the guardian 
should always be guided by the ~ope that it would one day be replaced by full humat{ powers. 

~urther, paragraph 4 of Article 22 of the Covenll:ll~ did not ~uthorise in any way the distinction 
that 1t _!lad bee!l endeavoured to set up. -The prov1s1ons of this paragraph ha~ proved to a large 
extent liD practicable and had consequently become obsolete. According to Article 1 of the Pales
tine mandate, the mandatory Power had" full powers of legislation and of administration in Pales
tine", as if the mandate were a B or C mandate. If, however, Article 22 of the Covenant were 
observed literally, the mandatory Power, which only exercised an A mandate in this territory, 
should merely give "administrative advice and assistance". This situation had come about by 
the force of circumstances, as a result of the great difficulty that was experienced in putting the 
Balfour Declaration into practice. M. Palacios recalled that the authors of certain works on the 
mandates system had inferred from that Declaration that the Palestine mandate should be regarded 
as a mandate of a special character. 
· The explanation of the incidents which the Committee was unanimous in deploring lay in the 
complexity of the problem. There was a point in this connection on which M. Palacios did not 
agree with M. Rappard. Since the-British Government had instituted an enquiry, he did not wish 
to express any opinion on the matter. It seemed to him unjust, however, that M. Happard should 
have held the Mandates Commission as partly responsible, in view of the fact that it had induced 
the mandatory Power to disarm. In M. Palacios' opinion, the question was certainly not a question 
of police·, of militia or of troops. 

As he had said on a previous occasion, when examining the report of the mandatory Power with 
Sir Herbert Samuel at the session of the Commission in October 1924, the two sections of the Bal
four Declaration relating to the Jews and Arabs respectively seemed contradictory, but might be 
reconciled. It was reassuring to note that the Persian delegate, H. H. Mohammad Ali Khan Foroughi, 
although personally in favour of the Moslems, also thought that the two principles might be 
brought into line. The dispute should be raised to a higher plane, in order that both parties might 
reconcile their points of view as a result of mutual correction and stimulus. A more kindly feeling 
should be created, and confidence should be placed in Great Britain, whose history had won her 
such well-deserved prestige, in order that the peace which was desired by all might be secured, 
within the limits of the mandate. 

M. Palacios wished to add that the cause of the recent events had, apparently, been the 
incident that had occurred in the preceding year at the Wailing Wall. The "holy place" of the 
Jews was involved. Article· 14 of the Palestine Mandate had prescribed the constitution of a 
special Commission to enquire into questions concerning the holy places. This commission had 
not' yet been appointed, not merely, it was true, through the fault of the mandatory Power, but also 
on account df the fact that the other Powers concerned had not come to an agreement on this point. 
It was regrettable th?t no organisation ~xisted through_ whi.c~ other nations and other religions· 
might help to main tam peace, as was therr duty and therr. pnvilege. . 

With regard to the question of sovereignty, he agreed with the statement that M. Briand had 
made in this connection to the Council. 

1\L Palacios was glad that there had been such a thorough discussion on the mandates question, 
which affected so many interests in the world of politics. 

• Sir James PARR (New Zealand) regretted to note the tendency of certain delegations to regard 
the mandates as being merely temporary. The word "temporary" had perhaps not been very 
happily chosen. Care should be taken not to give the natives the idea that the mandatory Power 
had only a temporary role; a sort of guardian who could be easily removed. Such an interpretation 
would create mischief. 

He stated that the mandatory Powers had received their mandates from the Allied and Asso
ciated Powers and that 'the League was largely a supervisory body to watch over the mandates and 
see that they were executed. It was the duty of the League therefore to encourage the efforts made 
to improve the lot of the natives and to assist the mandatory Powers. 

In conclusion, he expressed his full agreement with the view of the French delegation, which 
was opposed to the interpretation that the mandate was of a temporary character. 

Dr voN ScHUBERT (Germany) said he agreed with the observations of the Italian delegate on 
the que'stion ot the temporary character of the mandates, but he had no desire to enter into an 
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elaborate juridical investigation. He would merely stat~ that the term "mandate" in its: inf~a~d 
that it was a temporary institution. Moreover, that VIew had more than once been en orse m e 
Mandates Commission. d th t'cal 

He would like to say a few words in reply to the British delegate, who had ma e some eore ~ 
observations as to a possible change in the distribution of the mandates ~d had expr~ed the VIew 
that the legal basis of the mandates was an agreement betwee~ the ~ed and Assoc1a~ed Powers. 
He wished to state that that question involved a number of highly delicate and COJ?lplicated ~e~ 
points. He had no desire at the moment to go exhaustively in~o the matter _which the Bntlsh 
delegate had raised, and he would merely make a general reservation on the subJect. 

The discussion was adfoorned to the next meeting. 

SIXTH MEETING. 

Held on Monday, September 16th, 1929, at 3.30 p.m. 

Chairman : M. ]ANSON (Belgium). 
\ 

12. Question of accelerating the Work of ~e Committee : Letter {rom the President 
of the Assembly. 

The CHAIRMAN read a letter from the President of the Assembly suggesting to the Chairmen 
of Committees that they should take various steps to accelerate the work, in particular by restrict
ing the length of the speeches and increasing the length and number of the meetings. · 

The communication was noted. 

13. Mandatee (continuation). 

Lidj ANDARGUE MAssAi (Abyssinia), speaking in the name of the Christian Power in Africa and 
in the name of the direct descendants of Solomon, wished to make a few remarks with regard to the 
recent unfortunate incidents in Palestine, - that crossroad of different religions and races. · 

As between the chief religions of Palestine,- Judaism, Christianity and Mohammedanism, -
hostility was most frequent between Jews and Arabs. The Christians, although they ·were the 
nearest to Christ, encouraged sometimes the one sect, sometimes the other, and on occasions they 
even took part in demonstrations which had a grievous issue. Had not Christ preached in favour 
of friendly relations and brotherly love? It was regrettable that the Christians in Palestine,·and_ 
especially the eccle.<;iastics, exacerbated feeling instead of acting as impartial mediators. 

Since the state of peace was more precarious in Palestine than in other parts of the globe, the 
speaker appealed to his colleagues on the Committee to urge the heads of the respective chwches 
in their tum to give definite orders to their representatives in Palestine. That would be one means . 
of facilitating the work of the mandatory Power. The mandatory Power should also be asked to 
recommend to the Christians in Palestine to adopt an impartial attitude towards both parties, since 
this was in the interests of peace and therefore of the whole world. · . . · . 

In conclusion, he congratulated the British Government on the strong measures it had already 
taken to establish order in Palestine, and he hoped that a method would be found of restoring a 
lasting period of calm in that unfortunate country, whose troubles had roused feeling throughout the 
world. · 

Count BoNIN-LONGARE (Italy) wished to say a few words in reply to M. Hubert, who had 
complained of a lack of logic in his speech made two days previously. It was a question of the word 
"tutelage" twice repe~ted iri Article 22 of the Covenant. If the first two paragraphs of this article 
were taken together, 1t would be seen that the word "tutelage" applied to all the mandates without 
exception. The mandates differed in their extent ; for example, it was impossible to identify the 
situation of the inhabitants of Iraq with that of the inhabitants of Central Africa. The principle, 
however, was the same for all. 

Count Bonin-Longare pointed out that the temporary character of the mandates had been 
mentioned several times in the Minutes of the Mandates Commission and, as far as he knew, these 
references.ha8 never been 9-~~tioned. ~ut ~at was not all. In Septe~ber 1925, the Council had 
actually dtscussed the poss1bility of termmatmg a mandate, on the occas1on of a loan which at that 
time was under consideration for Tanganyika, a territory under B mandate . 

. To say that a mandate was not t~porary was to claim that it was perpetual, a conception 
whl<:l~ appr?llched very .closely to the 1d~ ,of the soyereignty of the mandatory Power, which 
M. Bnand hliDself had reJected at the Council s last sess1on. If it had really been contemplated that 
the mandates were perpetual, Count Bonin-Longare was sure that they would have been very 
differently appreciated at the time of the peace settlement. 

With regard to the possible effects on the minds of the natives of references to the temporary 
charact.er o! mandates, the fears that had been expressed would only be founded if it were a question 
of termmating a mandate at an early or at any rate at a fixed date. Count Bonin-Longare emphas
ised the fact that there was no fix~ .~e;-limit. A. mandate would cease when the peoples under 
mandate. had re_ach~ a stage of crvilisatio~ at whj.ch they were fit to govern themselves. This 
eve~tuality, which rmght be near at hand m respect of certain A mandates, lay in l:he dim and 
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~~~~~~:0~ ~~t~t:-=~s subject to Band C mandates. Accordingly, a discussion of this 

. -~ Co~B~-Lon~e added that he did not intend to prolong this discussion, which had arisen 
:cl en. Y • ou~h his st~te~ent made two days before. There was no point in prolonging this 

C 
eore?cal discussion of J?~Clple on a subject which was not within the competence of the Sixth 

ommtttee, but rather Within that of the Cotmdl. 

Sir Granville de Laune Rv~u~ (Australia) s_aid that first-hand experience of the way in which 
the Permanent Mandates CommissiOn had exammed the reports from the territories w1der mandate 
had clear~y demonstrated to him the efficiency of its work. 

He did no~ agree with the speakers who had said that the mandates had a temporary character. 
Would Australia have taken a mandat~, have done a tremendous amount of ha,rd work, and expended 
an enormous sum of money on New Gumea as a ?"'erely temporary expedient? The idea, moreover, 
would have a very harmful effect upon the nahves, who had a certain amount of intelligence and 
would soon get wind of the rumour that they would be free by and by from the mandatory Powers. 

Nauru was a _small and happy is~and, where the only fly in the ointment was an outbreak of 
lepro~y. Australia had done everything to check the scourge, and a great authority, a specialist in 
the disease, had been called in,•and under his administration the disease was being kept under. 
. It was not gener~y apl?reciated that the mandated territory of New Gninea covered an 
Immense area and was inhabited to a large extent by savage tribes . 

. · F?rced labour :W~ not allowed in New Guinea, and when the regulations were broken severe 
~enalties had been mflicted. A payable goldfield had recently been discovered in .a very inacces
Sible part of New Guinea. There had been a rush of white people to this new field and something 
had been done by them in the way of impressing the natives. But it was evidence of Australia's 
desire to observe the mandate that some of these people had been prosecuted and very severely 
dealt with. · 

The Australian Government was therefore fully seized of its' obligations towards New Guinea, 
and had administered affairs within the spirit of the Covenant. 

M. HUBERT (France) said, in reply to Count Bonin-Longare, that he did not wish to open a 
polemical discussion on ideas and words. As regards ideas, they were agreed in principle, and 
whether they were dealing with civil law or a new law created by circumstances and for which a 
proper vocabulary had not yet been invented, he thought that any discussion on the subject would 
be superfluous. 

In regard to words, Count Bonin-Longare had taken the responsibility of introducing the word 
"temporary" into the discussion. He himself, in making a distinction between A and B mandates, 
had only been following the Covenant. That was not to say that "non-temporary" meant "per
petual". 

M. Rappard had made a particularly valuable statement whicb. was the only one to which 
M. Hubert would refer. He had said that it was for the populations themselves to fix the hour of 
their emancipation. No one could say when that hour would strike; it might be soon for the 
A mandates, but it was no doubt a long way off for the B and C mandates. 

· · Mr. Louw (South Africa) wished to refer to M. Rappard's remarks at the last meeting to the 
effect that the Mandates Commission had no desire to force replies from the South African Govern- · 
ment, but that, as a question had been clearly put to the South African Government, the Commis
sion expected it to reply: He would like to point out that the Union Government's dealings were 
with the Council and not with the Commission. 

It was difficult to agree, as Dr. Nansen had suggested, that the Council had finally settled the 
question in 1927. The report of M. ~eelaerts von Blokland was indefinite on the pomt and only 
referred to certain new international relations, and the later report by M. Procope dealt with 
sovereignty only in its "traditional meaning". In a matter of this kind, words should be used in 
their strict legal sense. . Unless that was done, it became impossible to agree on the meaning of the 
word "sovereignty". 

If he had dealt with this matter in some detail before the Sixth Committee it was because, owing 
to a misunderstanding, he had been unable to do so at the last meeting of the Council. For that 
reason he had written to the President, telling him that he could not associate himself with the 
resolution by which the Council had adopt.ed the report of th~ Mandates Co!'llmission. 

In conclusion, he asked that an alteratiOn should be made m Dr. Nansen s report. He would 
like to see his point of view included in it. 

Count APPONYI (Hungary) desired to say a few words on the question of Palestine. 
Hungary also had a lar~e .nu~be~ of Jew~h citizens who were naturally alarn!M.at the da?

gers threatening their co-rehgwmsts ~n Palestme. .He woul.d not, ho~e.ver, ent~r .mto detai~ 
concerning the arrangements in Palestme, as the feel~gs of his compat~wts were divided on. thiS 
subject. Nevertheless, since these arrangements ex1sted, .h~th ~umamty and honour required, 
especially from the Powers which contributed towards the1~ makmg, t.h~ re"?oval.of the dangers 
with which these peoples were at present faced and the creatiOn of cond1hons m wh1ch such events 

would not recur. 'd · h' · · b h · k He fully associated himself with what had been sal m t .IS. connectw~ y t e prevwus spea .ers. 
The question of Palestine also concerned hundreds of millwns of Chnstmns whose safety m1ght 

be affected in places which they held most holy. 

Baron YRJO-KosKINEN (Finland) said that the attitude of t~e Council as regards the question 
of sovereignty in connection with mandates had been set f?rth m the report.by M. Beel<~;erts v<~;n 
Blokland adopted by the Council in September 1927. Th1s ye-ar the Council had explamed still 
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more clearly its point of view by stating that it followed implicitly from the report that sovereignty 
in the traditional sense of the word did not rest with the mandatory Power. . 

As there still seemed to be some misunderstanding, the Rapporteur to the Council had seen 
fit to draw the attention of the South African Government to the observations made by the Per
manent Mandates Commission and to"the report. The mandatory Power 1?-a~ therefore been asked 
to send a reply on the question which had been so clearly put by the Commissi?n. 

As regarded the question of the temporary character of the mandate, .It w~ true that the 
Council had never had occasion to give a decision, but the question had anse~ m the Mandat.es 
Commission during the discussions on the Hilton-Young report. Although n~Ither the Co~~s
sion nor the Council had expressed a definite opinion regarding the anxiety felt m the Comm~ss~on 
on this matter, the Council had thought it necessary to refer to it. Moreover, the CommiSSIOn 
would be able to return to the matter at a later session. 

:VI. DEKIEN TUNG (China) had listened. with keen satisfaction to what the previous sp~akers 
had said on the question of mandates, particularly Dr. Nansen. All had e:ll..-pressed the wish to 
improve the lot of those peoples which were not yet capable of governing them~elves. 

In his opinion, the authority of the mandatory Power was exercised on behalf of the League 
of Nations, sometimes by means of .advice, sometimes through the <administration, until such time 
as the countries under mandate would attain their majority. Accordingly, sovereignty rested 
temporarily with the League of Nations. He hoped that, if the principles which governed this 
sovereignty were to undergo any modification, it would be in favour of the peoples under mandate. 
He also hoped that those peoples would shortly enter the League of Nations on the-same footing 
as other countries. 

He cordially approved of Dr. Nansen's appointment as Rapporteur on the question of 
mandates. 

1\I. RAPPARD (Switzerland) pointed out that the Mandates Commission did not unanimously 
support the declaration by the Chinese delegation, according to which sovereignty in the territories 
under mandate rested with the League of Nations. Opinions differed as to where sovereignty lay, 
but the point which appeared to be quite clear to all the members of the Commission was that it 
could not rest with the mandatory Power, for, if it did, the Mandatory would not have to render 
an account to the League of Nations on its administration of the mandate. 

The CHAIRMAN, noting that there were no further speakers, emphasised two principal observa-
tions which had been made during the discussion. _ · 

Several speakers had paid a tribute to the memory of General Freire d'Andrade, a member of 
the Mandates Commission, and of Mr. Grimshaw, who had represented Pte International Labour 
Office on the Commission. The Chairman felt sure that he would be interpreting the feelings of 
the whole Committee if he asked Dr. Nansen to include in his report an expression of the thanks 
which the Committee felt they owed to the two deceased. · · · -

Several members of the Committee had expressed the deep emotion by which the whole civilised 
world had been stirred at the news of the unhappy events in Palestine. He would ask Dr. Nansen . 
also to mention in his report the unanimous feeling of the Committee on this matter. 

The members of the Committee had noted with satisfaction the very frank declarations by the 
· ~rit!sh Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign Affairs before the Council. These declarations 

JUStified the hope that such events, which had staggered the civilised world, would not recur. 

On the Chairman's proposal, and in response to a suggestion by the Portuguese delegation, 
Dr. NANSEN (Norway) was appointed Rapporteur on the mandates question. . · · 

SEVENTH MEETING . . 
Held on Wedm:sday, September 18th, 1929, at 3.30 p.m. 

Cllairman : 1\1. }ANSON (Belgium). 

14. Slavery Convention. - Annual :Seport by the Council: Draft Report of the Committee 
to the Assembly. · 

. ~L PALACIO~ (Sp3.in), Rapporteur! stated that the draft report (Anne~ 1a) which had been 
distnbuted took mto account all the Wishes expressed during the discussions. 

. l\L SoTTILE (Liberia), ~eferring to the_ first paragraph of the draft report, informed the Com
nuttee that he had han?ed m to the Council OJ?- Tuesday the memorandum of which he had spoken. 
Fu~er, on behalf of his Govern_ment, he had informed the Council of a proposal with regard to the 
a_ppo~t~ent _of ~e representatfve of the League of Nations on the international Commission of 
Enqutry m Ltbena. The question was on ~e a~enda of the Council meetllg for the following day. 

He declared that .the Government of Libena had fulfilled its duty in accordance with Article 
7 of the 1926 Convention. 
. In co~clu~ion, 'M. Sottile suggested a slight change in the last paragraph of the ro osed r~olu

tlon~ substitutmg for ~e passage ""Fo collect from St<~;tes Members of the Leaguep an~_from those 
non l\Iember States which are Parttes to the Convention all possible information" the following 
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tcext :"Tt? askt Stat~dl\Iem~ers of the League and those non-Member States which are Parties to the 

onven Ion o proVI e all mformation." 

. Viscount. CECIL ~>F. CHELWOOD (British Empire} thought it would be a pity to make any change 
m the resdolution, ~hich had b~en considered carefully by th~Sub-Committee and had already been 
approve by the Stxth Committee. 
· ~efet;ffig t~ the paragrap~ in the report dealing with ratifications, Lord Cecil asked if he was 

not ng~t m sa}'UJg that. the Swiss Gov~ent had also iJ\formed the Committee that it would sign 
and. ratify the Convention, though SWitzerland was not directly interested if tl1e Committee cared 
for It to do so. ' 
Sub ~efe~g to the following paragraph.: ".The British represen~ative emphatically stated in the 

- ommtttee that thewor~ of ~e Co~nuss10n, as he understood 1t, ought not in any way to assume 
the form of control or ~fa direct mvesbgation in the various countries", he pointed out that what 
he thought ~e h":d sa~~. aJ?-d what he had certainly intended to say, was that it should not be a 
control or dire~t mvestigation except by the consent of the Governments of such territories. He 
would be glad If those words could be added . 

. M. P~ACIOS (Spain} state<l that M. Sottile's first observation dealt with supplementary infor
matiOn which was not relevant to the text as drawn up. 

In regard to the second observation, he supported the views of Viscount Cecil. The proposed 
resolution had been discussed word for word and it would be regrettable to alter it. 

· ~e welc?med the two ad<;Ji~ions asked f?r by Viscount Cecil: namely, notice of the Swiss Govern
ment s prollllse and the conditiOn that the mterested Governments gave their consent. 

. M. GORGE (Switzerland} saw no objection to adding to the rerort the declaration of the 
Swiss Government. This would be in accordance with the intention o the Federal Council, which 
had always intended to accede to the Convention if this seemed really necessary . 

. Count BONIN-LONGARE (Italy) was also of the opinion that no change should be made in the 
draft resolution. 

He emphasised the moral importance of the promised accession of Switzerland and he recom
. mended that it should be mentioned in the report. 

The CHAIRMAN noted that the Committee was unanimous as regards the report, since the 
Liberian delegate !lad declared his agreement to it. 

The draft report was adopted with the two additions mentioned above and subject to the conclusions 
of the Fourth Committee on the putting into force of the resolution attached to the report. 

15. Mandates : Draft Report of the Committee to the Assembly, 

The CHAIRMAN thought that he should make the following statement to the Committee : He 
considered that, possibly, Dr. Nansen had not dealt sufficiently objectively in his report (Annex 2} 
with the discussion which had taken place in the Committee regarding the question of sovereignty. 
He thought that it would perhaps be more in accordance with the spirit of the discussion and with 
the functions_.of the Sixth Committee to delete from the report the following two passages : 

"In the course of the general discussion, which touched upon a number of aspects of the 
institution of mandates, a highly interesting exchange of views took place with regard to the 
conception of sovereignty as far as mandated territories are concerned. The general opinion 
was expressed by all the merpbers of the Committee who took part in the debate, with the 
exception of the representative of the Union of South Africa, that there was no reason to depart 
from the decision made in this matter by the Council of the League in the report which it adopted 
in September 1927 and which was reaffirmed at its meeting on September 6th, 1929. ·~ 

M. HuBERT (France) agreed with the Chairman's remarks. 

- Dr. N ANSEN (Norway} said that, if the Committee was ofthis opinion, he would raise no objection. 
He would only remark that, under these conditions, the report would not give quite a faithful repro
duction of the debates which had taken place in the Sixth Committee; for it appeared to him that 
most of the members of the Committee did not share the views expressed by the representative of 
the Union of South Africa. 

'Sir James PARR (New Zealand) supported the Chairman's suggestion in favour of the elimi
nation of the paragraph referring to the attitude of the representative of South Africa. 
He thought this would be a more decorous method and one which would avoid misunderstandings. 
This did not imply that the New.Zealand Government held the same view as the r19presentative of 
South Africa; the point of view o! his Government was that the less said at the moment with regard 
to academic questions such as this the better. 

In conclusion, he congratulated Dr. Nansen upon the restraint which he had exercised in 
reporting the debate. · 

Count BoNIN-LoNGARE (Italy) had no objection to the proposed modifications, but that did 
not mean that he had in any way changed the point of view which he had always adopted in this 
matter and which furthermore, had quite recently been confirmed before the Council. The Sixth 
Committee could 'not, moreover, encroach on the competence of the Council with regard to this 
question. 

Dr RIDDELL (Canada) also supported the Chairman's proposal. It was true that the gist of 
the ~ussion would be omitted from the report, but if anybody wished to obtain information on 
the discussion they could do so by referring to the Minutes. 
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Mr. Louw (South Africa} desired to thank his colleagues and especially Dr. Nansen ~or ~eir 
conciliatory attitude. He wished to make it perfectly clear that .throug~out th.e whole. dis~uss10n. 
he had not ventured to express an opinion as to whether soveretgnty did or did not lie wtth the 
mandatory Power. If the report had been adopted as drafted, his Government would have b~en 
placed in a very awkward position owing to the fact that it had ~ along been under the genume 
impression that it was not called upon to reply to certain observations. · . . 

In any case, it was probably more a guestion for the Council than for the Sixth Committee. 

The CHAIR:O.lAN declared the discussion closed on that point and thanked Dr. Nansen for 
accepting the proposed modification of his report. 

The report and draft resolution were adopted with the formal modifications, proposed by the 
Chairman. · 

16. Settlement of Armenian Refugees in the Republic of Erivan. Draft Report of the 
Committee to the Assembly. 

Dr. NANSEN (Norway) confined himself to repeating his advice to the Council and ~e Assembly 
to drop the question for the time being. It followed that the offer~ of money and credits made by 
certain Governments would not now hold good. 

M. FROHWEIN" (Germany) thanked Dr. Nansen for this observation, and said that it would be 
impossible for the German Government to maintain its offer of credits for an indefui.te period. 

Dr. NANSEN (Norway) asked the German delegate if he wished a reference to this point to. be 
made in the resolution. · 

M. FROHWEIN (Germany) thought that the statement he had just made. would suffice. 
At the same time, if Dr. Nansen thought it desirable to mention the.matter in the resolution,. he 
would willingly agree. 

M. RAPHAEL (Greece) reminded the Committee that the Greek Government was amongst 
those which had offered help for the transport of refugees. He noticed that the report (Annex 3) 
mentioned the sum of 100,000 francs for the purpose of transporting refugees. He would be glad 
to have further information on the matter. He believed that the Greek Government was still 
prepared to maintain the offer it had made in the case of refugees from Greece. · 

Dr. NANSEN (Norway) replied toM. Raphael that the interpretation given to the word "trans
port" arose from a misunderstanding. It was not, strictly speaking, a question of transport, but 
rather one of transfer and settlement. 

It was understood that the report would contairi a reference to the fact that the promises made 
by certain Governments would no longer have effect. - · 

The report and draft resolution were adopted. 

On the proposal of the CHAIRMAN, Dr. NANSEN (Norway) was appointed Rapporteur of the 
SixtiJ Committee to the Assembly for this question. . . ·· · . . 

EIGHTH MEETING. 

Held on Friday, September zoth, 1929, at 3.30 p.m. 

Chairman : M. }ANSON (Belgium). 

17. Russian, Armenian, Assyrian, Assyro-Chaldean and Turkish Refugees : Draft Report 
of the Committee to the Assembly. 

1\frs. HAMILTON (British Empire) submitted her draft report (Annex 4). . 
At the request of ilie Rapporteur, in addition to certain purely formal modifications to the 

draft report, the following amendments to the text of the resolution were adopted: 
Add to paragraph 2 of the resolution: . 

". : . and as~ ~en;t to continue ilieir work. on ~e basis of the programme outlined in 
the Advtsory Comm15s10n s report, under the direction of the Council of tlle League of 
Nations." 

Add, at tlte eud of the resoltdion, the following paragraph : 
"10. Asks ilie Council to take such steps as this resolution may render necessary until 

the next session of ilie Assembly." · · 

l\1. H~BERT ~France) said that the ~ommittee could congratulate itself on having entrusted 
1\~rs. Hamtlton wttll ilie duty of presenting the report on this question. He wished to associate 
himself, on .beh~ of ilie Fren~ delega~ion, wi~ ilie conclusions contained In her report. He 
e:-.:presse~ hts entire agreement Willi the Ideas w:tnch underlay the report, particularly in regard to 
the transttory character of t.he refug~e or~tion and the conditions for its liquidation. · 

There were two essential questions mvolved. That of finding employment was clearly the 
more urgent. · -
· He observed, further, that to speak t<Hiay of the liquidation of the refugee organisation was 
to P!iY the highest tribute to Dr. Nansen, for it involved a recognition that this work had been 
earned through and was on the point of arriving at a very successful conclusion. .. 
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F Me~tion had been made on more than one occasion in the Committee to the sacrifices which 
ranee. a~ mad~ ?n behalf of ~rmenian refugees in Syria. The speaker was averse to the French 

delegations recetvmg_all the pratse and he wished to give it to one whom Dr. Nansen knew well and 
who had been the ma~st3:y of Fr_en<:h work in this direction in Syria, Dr. Bumier. He wished, if 
Dr .. Nansen had. no ObJection, to mvtte the Committee's attention to the devoted and useful work 
w!llch Dr. Burruer had done. 

-r:he second ~entia,!. question related to the juridical status of refugees. This was a delicate 
9ues?on and posstbly a lengthy one to solve. !he League of ~ations had acc~pted responsibilities 
m thi~ regard and had created a status.fo~ Russtan and_Armenmn refugees and for a certain cah'gory 
of Onental refugees who had been assimilated to the first two categories. The speaker congidered 
tha~ ·n~ change shoul~ be made and that the categories which ·had been designated should be 
mamtamed. 

He n?ted ~th satisfaction that Mrs. Hamilton's report had not ~eferred to Dr. Nansen's pro
PC?Sal to grv.e him 3: sort of assistant or deputy High Commissioner. He was glad not to have to 
speak on this. question because he would have had to stress the fact that such an appointment, even 
though unpatd,_ was a matter for the Council and not for a Committee of the League of Nations. 

· In conclusiOn, the speaker recommended the Committee to adopt l\lrs. Hamilton's report. 
. . 

Mile; FoRCHHAMMER (Denmark) considered that some indication of the work that had been 
done during the previous year should be included in the report. 

' 
Dr. NANSEN (Norway) stated that he would like to see his colleagues, particularly Major 

Johnson, mentioned in the'report. 
The speaker proposed in paragraph 7 of the resolution the deletion of the words" either through 

the national authorities or with the help of the High Commissioner's agents". He considered these 
words superfluous. . 

As regards the second paragraph of page 4, the question could be considered ns settled if the 
arrangements referred to were adopted. Accordingly, Dr. Nansen suggested altering the 
second· paragraph on page 4 as follows: To delete the sentence beginning "It should further be 
noted. . . " down to ". ,. . to facilitate the acceptance of these recommendations by 
Governments" and to alter the fourth line of the paragraph to read: "The Advisory, Commission 
found that this question could be practically settled ... " 

M. RAPHAEL (Greece) mentioned, as regards the words" either through the national authorities 
or with the help of the High Commissioner's agents", that certain Governments had made reserv
ations. The Greek Government had reserved the right to apply the arrangements through its 
national authorities. 

· M. GoRGE (Switzerland) enquired, in regard to paragraph 8 of the resolution, if it would not be 
possible to insert a phrase requesting Governments to push the sale of Nansen stamps. Switzerland, 
where there were only 2,400 refugees, provided approximately ten per cent of the funds produced 
by the sale of'these stamps. The High Commissioner would dispose of far more abundant funds 
than had been the case up to the present if Governments would take steps to increase the sales of 
Nansen stamps. 

, Dr. NANSEN (Norway) replied to the Greek de~egate that the reservations in question wo~ld 
remain in force irrespective of the text of the resolutiOn. It was not therefore necessary to mention 
them in the resolution. 

The CHAIRMAN said that several amendments had been proposed. 
First of all there were the observations made by Mlle. Forchhammer and Dr. Nansen and 

accepted by Mrs. Hamilton, which it seemed the Committee was als? ready to ac~ept. 
The Swiss delegate had proposed asking the Governments to g1ve more active encouragement 

to the sale of Nansen stamps. If this idea were accepted, it ought to be inserted in a new paragraph. 

Dr. NANSEN (Norway) said that the sale of stamps was increasing, but, if.the Commit.tee would 
agree to insert in the resolution a phrase requesting Governments'to try to mcrease their sale, he 
would gladly welcome it. 

The CHAIRMAN proposed adding to paragraph 7 of the resolution the word;! : " . . . and 
expresses the wish that the use of the Nansen stamp should be further developed . 

This proposal of the Chairman was adopted. 

Mrs HAMILTON (British Empire) agreed. She thought it would be quite possft.Jle for her to 
insert in ·the report a very short summary of the most important departments of the work, including 
that in Syria, and also to Il_leet Dr. Nansen's wish that the admirable services of his staff sho!;lld be 
recognised in that connectiOn. 

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the matter should be left to Mrs. Hamilt~n and that she should 
be authorised to introduce into her report the amendments that had been diSCussed. 

The proposal was adopted. 

8 Close of the Session. I . 

The CHAIIUlAN pointed out that there remained only two more points for the Committee to 

settle; • 
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. It had not ytt received the Fourth Committee's reply on the decision taken regar?ing the qu~
twn of slavery. He thought it very probable, however, that, in view of the Supemsory Comnns
sion's support, the Fourth Committee would agree to the resolution adopted by the Si..xth Committee. 
In that case it would not be necessary for the latter to reconsider the report on slavery. 

Count Boszs-LosGARE (Italy) warmly thanked the Chairman for the admirable manner in 
which he had conducted the meetings. · 

lie then thanked the Secretariat and all the departments of the League of Xations which had 
co-operated with ti1e Committee in its work. 

The CHAIIDIAS, in his turn, thanked the Italian delegate for his remarks and pronounced the 
meetings of the Sixth Committee closed. 



ANNEX 1. 
A. VI/ I. 1929. 

SLAVERY CONVENTION - ANNUAL REPORT BY THE COUNCIL : REPORT BY THE 
SUB-COMMITTEE APPOINTED ON SEPTEMBER 5TH, 1929. 

Rapporte14r : M. PALACIOS (Spain). 

' Th~ Su?-Committee, consisting of the delegates of Abyssinia, Belgium, British Empire, France, 
Italy, Ltbena, Netherl~ds, Norway, Portugal, Siam and Spain, held two meetings, on September 
6th an? 7th, 1929, presided ov~r by Count de Penha Garcia (Portugal), Vice-Chairman of the Sixth 
Conuruttee. ~he Sub-Commi~.ee had been instructed by the Sixth Committee to consider a 
prol?osal sub~tted by the Bnttsh del~g<~;te and supported by the delegates of I~dia, Norway and 
Spam,. to ~eVIve the temporary Comnusswn on Slavery, whose report was submitted to the Sixth 
Assembly m 1925. 
· The proposal of the British representative, submitted in the form of a draft resolution, was as 

follows: 

"The· Committee, 
"C?nsi?~g the import~ce of tJ;Ie general rati~cation of the Slavery Convention and 

the destrabihty of the fullest mformahon on the subJect of slavery and forced labour being 
placed at the disposal of the League ; 

"Anxious to complete the abolition of the slave trade and slavery in all its forms: 
-· . "Recommends to the Council the reappointment of the Commission on Slavery to report 

on all the above matters." 

The British representative informed the Sub-Committee that the work of the Commission, as 
he understood it, ought not in any way to assume the form of control or of a direct investigation in 
the various territories. 

Further, the Sub-Committee noted that any conclusions at which it might arrive could only 
relate to the slave trade and slavery in all its forms, and must exclude forced labour, the investiga
tion of which is being pursued by the International Labour Organisation, as indicated in the Assem
bly resolution of September 25th, 1926. 

Certain objections were expressed in the Sub-Committee, more particularly in regard to tl1e 
following two po~ts : · 

. I. The present legal situation· as regards slavery is, from the point of view of the League of 
Nations and therefore of the Assembly, very different from what it was in 1925. Since that date, 
a Convention has been framed. Following .on negotiations in which the plenipotentiary delegates 
of the States Members of the League took part, the Convention was approved by the seventh 
Assembly. This approval was accompanied by a recommendation that the communication of the 
laws and regulations enacted to put an end to slavery should be supplemented by information 
furnished spop.taneously by the Members of the League with regard to the measures taken by 
them. 

2. The report submitted in 1925 by the Temporary Commission on Slavery may be said to 
have exhausted the investigations of the problem of slavery. 

The Sub-Committee considered that, having regard to the information which the League had 
received since the Convention on Slavery was approved, there might be some reason to believe that 
the Convention is not producing the results that were anticipated when the resolution of the seventh 
Assembly was adopted in 1926. But, in view of the comparatively short period which has elapsed 
since the signature of the Convention, it would, in the opinion of the Sub-Committee, be premature 
to give any definite opinion on this matter. . • 

The Sub-Committee was unanimous in thinking that the first step should be to try t<? obtain 
further ratifications and accessions to the Convention by renewing the efforts which had previously 
been made in this direction. It also believed that a general outline should be given of the results 
as regards slavery so far obtained in consequence of the application of the Convention, and that 
the existing state of the problem, with all possible details, should be ascertained so as to allow of a 
comparison of the means now available and the present needs of the situation. The Sub-Committee 
was therefore of opinion that an investigation in this direction should precede consfderation of the 
other means which might be contemplated to deal with the situation, and therefore should also 
precede any decision on the British delegation's proposal to revive the Commission.on Slavery. 

The Sub-Committee thinks that, in the meantime, the Secretary-General should be requested 
to obtain from States Members of the League and from non-Member States which are parties to 
the Convention all information on the existing position of slavery in all its forms, and to report to the 
next Assembly. · . . . . · . . 

. ·At the close of the discussiOn, the Sub-Conuruttee drew up the followmg resolution, which 1t 
has the honour to submit .to the Sixth Committee for approval : 

"The Committee, · 
"Being extremely anxious to achieve the complete and final abolition of slavery and of the 

slave trade; .. 
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. "Considering the importance, in order to attain these results, of the general r:atification 
of the Convention on Slavery; . ' 

"Having considered the British Government's proposal for the creation of a new temporary 
Commission on Slavery ; essed th St t hich 

"Being of opinion that an urgent appeal should first_ be addr to e ~ C:S w _ 
have not already done so to ratify or accede to the Con':e~tton on Slaver:y, ~d that It IS neces 
sary above all to collect information on the present pos1t10n .o~ the question · ; . 

"Postpones, therefore, further consideration of the Bnt1sh Government s ~roposal, _and 
"Recommends that the Assembly should urgently request the States which hav:e not 

already done so to ratify or accede to the Convention of September 25th, 1926, relative to 
slavery, and that the Secretary-General be instructed to collect from the Stat_es Memberl? of 
the League and from those non-Member States which are parties to the Convent10n,;ill possible 
information on the present position of slavery, and to report to the next Assembly. 

ANNEX 1a. 
A. VI /4- 1929 . 

. 
SLAVERY CONVENTION -ANNUAL REPORT BY THE COUNCIL: DRAFT REPORT BY 

THE SIXTH COMMITTEE TO THE ASSEMBLY. 

Rapporteur : M. PALACIOS (Spain). 

The Sixth Committee has noted the inform~tion communicated to the League by a number 
of Governments in connection with the gradual abolition of slavery and similar conditions. This 
information bas been sent in pursuance of a resolution passed by the seventh Assembly on 
September 25th, 1926. It is furnished by the Governments Qf Great Britain, India, Portugal, 
Spain and the Sudan. The delegate of the Republic of Liberia has also announced that his Govern
ment will shortly send a memorandum containing the information required by Article 7- of the 
Convention of September 25th, 1926. · 

The Committee highly appreciates the readiness of these States to send information, the v~ue 
of which needs no emphasising. It is particularly grateful to the British Government forfurnishing 
detailed information as to the social and economic results of the abolition of domestic slavery in 
the Sierra Leone Protectorate. The Committee, which had this problem under consideration last' · 
year, is happy to learn that the introduction in Sierra Leone of the "Legal Status of Slavery of 
(Abolition) Ordinance, 1927'' has given rise to no social or economic disturbances in the Protectorate. 

Since the Sixth Committee of the ninth Assembly considered the question of slavery in 1928, 
the number of ratifications or definitive accessions to the Slavery Convention of 1926 has increased 
from twenty-four to twenty-eight. The countries which have ratified the Convention or acceded 
to it during the past yeal' are Germany, the United States of America, Estonia and Iraq. The 
Liberian delegation has also informed the Committee that its Government's ratification will not ' 
be long delayed. · 

The Committee had before it a proposal by the British delegate to revive the temporary 
Commission on Slavery. This proposal ~ook the form of a draft resolution in the following terms: . . 

"The Committee, 
"Considering the importance of the general ratification of the Slavery Convention, and 

the desirability of the fullest information on the subject of slavery and forced labour being 
placed at the disposal of the League ; 

~·Anxious to complete the abolition of the slave trade and slavery in all its forms : 
"Recommends to the Council the reappointtnent of the Commission on Slavery to report 

on all the above matters." . · 

This proposal which had been supported by the delegates of India, Norway and Spain was 
referred to a Sub-Committee consisting of the delegates of Abyssinia, Belgium, British Empire, 
France, Italy, Liberia, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Siam and Spain, which met under the chair-
manship of Co~t de Penha Garcia (Portugal), Vice-Chairman of the Sixth Committee. -

The British representative emphatically stated in the Sub-Committee that the work of the 
Commission, as ]le understood it, ought not in any way to assume the form of control or of a direct 
investigation in the various territories. · 

Further, the Sub-Committee noted that any conclusions at which it might arrive could only 
relate to the slave trade and slavery in all its forms, and must exclude forced labour, the investiga
tion of which is being pursued by the International Labour Organisation, as indicated in the Assem-
bly resolution of September 25th, 1926. . · .. 

Certain objections were e>..-pressed in the Sub-Committee, more particularly in regard to the 
following two points : ~ . . 

. I. The present legal situation as "regards slavery is, from the point of view of the League of 
Nations and therefore of the Assembly, very different from what it was in 1925. Since that date, 
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a Convention has been framed. Following on negotiations in which the plenipotentiary delegates 
of the States 1~embers of the League to?k part, the Convention was approved by the seventh 
Assembly. This _approval was accomparued by a recommendation that the communication of the 
laws. and regulations enacted to put an end to slavery should be supplemented by information 
f~shed spontaneously by the Members of the League with regard to the measures undertaken 
by them. 

2. The report s~b~tted in 1925 by the temporary Commission on Slavery was said to have 
exh<;Lusted the mvesh_gations ?f the :problem of slavery, but the Sub-Committee considered that, 
havmg regard to the mf?rmahon wh1ch the League had received since the Convention on Slavery 
was approved, there .n;nght be some reason t? believe that the Convention is not producing the 
res~ts ~at were anhc1pate~ when the r~olubo~ of the seventh Assembly was adopted in 1926. 
~ut l:Il VIew o~ the comp';lfatively short per1od which has elapsed since the signature of the Conven
tion It would, m the opmton of the Sub-Committee, be premature to give any definite opinion on this 
matter. 
· · The Sub-Committee was. unanimous in thinking that the first step should be to try to obtain 
further ratifications and accessions to the Conventions by renewing the efforts which had previously 
been made in this direction. It also believed that a general outline should be given of the results 
as regards slavery so far obtained in consequence of the application of the Convention, and that 
the present state of the problem, with all possible details, should be ascertained so as to allow of a 
comparison of the means now available and the present needs of the situation. The Sub-Committee 
was therefore of opinion that an investigation in this direction should precede consideration of the 
other: means which might be contemplated to deal with the situation, and therefore should also 
·precede any decision on the British delegation's proposal to revive the Commission on Slavery. 

The Sub-Committee thinks that, in the meantime, the Secretary-General should be requested 
to obtain from States Members of the League, and from non-Member States which are parties to 
the Convention, all information on the existing position of slavery in all its forms and report to the 
next Assembly. 

The Committee accepted tb.e Sub-Committee's arguments and conclusions, and decided to 
propose that the Assembly adopt the following resolution : 

The Assembly, · 
"Being extremely anxious to achieve the complete and final abolition of slavery and of 

the slave trade ; • 
"Considering the importance, in order to attain these results, of the general ratification 

of the Convention on Slavery ; 
"Haviilg considered the British Government's proposal f<;>r the creation of a new temporary 

Commission on Slavery ; · 
"Being of opinion that an urgent appeal should first be addressed to the States which 

have not already done so to ratify or accede to the Convention on Slavery, and that it is neces
sary above all to collect information on the present position of the question ; 

, "Postpones, therefore, further consideration of the British Government's proposal ; 
"Urgently requests the States which have not already done so to ratify or accede to the 

Convention of September 25th, 1926, relative to slavery, and instructs the Secretary-General 
to collect from the States Members of the League and from those non-Member States which 
are parties to the Conven'tion all possible information on the present position of slavery, and 
to report to the next Assembly." 

ANNEX 2. 
A. Vlf7· 1929. 

MANDATES : DRAFT REPORT OF THE SIX~H COMMITTEE TO THE ASSEMBLY. 

Rapporteur : Dr. NANSEN (Norway). 

The Sixth Committee has considered the reports and statem.ent~ conc~rning the ~xecution of 
the provisions of Article 22 of the Covenant in the mandated terntones durmg the penod that has 
elapsed since the ninth Assembly. . ,. . 

It deeply regrets the death of General Freire d' ~drade, wh?, ever smce the formation of the 
Permanent Mandates Commission, had been one of Its most act1ve members. It h<1;5 also learnt 

'th sorrow the recent loss of Mr. H. A. Grimshaw, who had represented the Internatt~nal Labour 
~ anisation on the Mandates Commission from its first meeting onwards and who, l!ke Gene~al 
F~~ire d'Andrade, had rendered most distinguished services in promoting the welfare of the native 
peoples of the world. · al · 11 The Committee has devoted three meetings to th~ st~dy .of several techmc q~estwns, ';1-5 we 
as to roblems of a general nature connected with the mstltutlon of mandates and 1ts operat~on. 

fhe Committee recognises that, thanks to the efforts of the mand<1;to.ry Powers and the Impar
tial and authoritative assistance of the Permanent Mandates CommiSSion, th~ m_andates syst~m 
has a1r d yielded excellent results. There is every reason to hope that the prmc1ples underlymg 
this ne: ~tution will continue to be applied and will thus effectively contribute to the w~lf~re 
of the territ(,lries for the government of which it was set up. The Permanent Mandates Commission 
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must always be the central organ in this system, and its members may have full confid~ce th:'-t the 
Assembly will continue in the future to give them their full confidence and support as It has m the 

past. · · . Pal . 
Several members of the Sixth Committee dwelt upon the graVIo/ of rec~t events m . estin~, 

and the painful impression those events have created in their respectiye countries. The Chairman, m 
the name of all the delegations, associated himself with the expression;; of regret that h_:td already 
been uttered for the loss of life in the different sections of the population. The Comnnttee noted 
with satisfaction the declarations on this subject made in the Assembl_y by th~ Prime_ Minist~r of 
Great Britain, in the Council by the British Secretary of State for Foreign Affarrs, and m the SIXth 
Committee by the British delegate. The representatives of the mandatory Power gave ass~an~es 
that no acts of terrorism or disorder would be allowed to modify their policy for the full application 
of the terms of the mandate for which they had international responsibility to the League as a whole. 

They further informed the Assembly, the Council and the Committee that effective measures 
had already been taken to restore order, and that a Commission of Enquiry had been set up, and 
that the mandatory Power had no intention of proposing changes in the system which the mandate 
lays down. The Committee has no doubt that the British Government's enquiry will enlighten 
the League as to both the immediate and the more remote causes of these sad events and that the 
mandatory Power will at the same time state what arrangements It has in contemplation to remove 
these causes, to prevent the recurrence of similar incidents in the future and to l:)uild up a solid 
foundation for the future self-government in Palestine. · 

In the course of the general discussion, which touched upon a number of aspects of the institu
tion of mandates, a highly interesting exchange of views took place with regard to the conception. 
of sovereignty as far as mandated territories are concerned. The general opinion was expressed 
by all the members of the Committee who took part in the debate, with the exception of the repre
sentative of the Union of South Africa, that there was no reason to depart from the decision made 
in this matter by the Council of the League in the report which it adopted in September 1927 and 
which was reaffirmed at its meeting on September 6th, 1929. It will be remembered that the matter 
has been repeatedly dealt with by the Council of the League and by the Permanent Mandates Com
mission. The Committee is ·confident that, when the matter comes up again, the Council will find 
it possible to solve any practical problems which may arise on the basis of the prinCiple which they 
have laid down. · 

Draft Resolution.· 
"The Assembly, . . 
"Having noted the work of the mandatory Powers, the Permanent Mandates Commission 

·and the Council in execution of Article 22 of the Covenant : · · 
" (a) Renews the exp.ression o( confidence in them voted by previous Assemblies ; 
"(b) (i) Expresses its profound regret at the recent incidents in Palestine involving 

the loss of human lives, and · 
. "(ii) Its complete confidence in the enquiry which the mandatory Power is institu'-
mg; - . 

. "(iii) Trusts that the.latter will speedily succeed in completely restoring order anc:f 
taking measures to prevent the recurrence of similar incidents · -

"(c) Trusts that, thanks to the united efforts of them~datory Powers, the Permanent 
M~dates Co.m.D?-issi.on an~ fh:e Council, ~e institution of mandates will continue to pursue 
the Ideal of CivthsatiOn which IS set before It." · 

ANNEX 3. 
Series of Publicatiom;: I92g.Vll.3. . Official No. : A.63. 1929. VII. 

SETTLEMENT OF A~IENIAN REFUGEES IN THE REPUBLIC OF ERIVAN : DRAFT 
REPORT OF THE SIXTH COMMITTEE TO THE ASSEMBLY. · 

\1; 

Rapporteur : Dr. Fridtjof NANSEN (Norway). 

Th~ nin~ Assembly decided that the work of establishment of Armenian refugees in the 
Republ.tc of Enva_n ~ould ~e carried on under the auspices of the League, and requested the Council 
~o continue negotiabo~~ With those Governments which had offered their assistance for the purpose 
111 order that the conditions under which other offers had been made might be fulfilled. ' 

!'-s a result of those and other n~gotiations, a total sum of £rs5.720 was promised for this 
parbcul:'-r settlement work ; fuller particulars concerning that sum appear in Chapter III (2) cl the 
Appendix to document A.2J.I929.VII. . - · 

Although that sum tep. short by nearly £rso,ooo of the minimum amount re uired for the 
reduced set~ement operations, on the basis of which the Armenian Government ~ad agreed to 
co-operate, tt was neveft!teless thought desirable to make a start with the actual settlement work, 
even on a reduced scale, !11 the hope that further financial support might be forthcoming iuter"it. 
haddi~t~n p~oved by prac?cal res~ts that the Armenian refugees could be settled under satisfactory 
con tons m the Republic of En:van. 
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The High Commissioner was moreo , d · · which had attend d tl . _ ' 'er, encourage to take that step by the Important success 

all 
. e 1e \\ ork for the settlement of the Armenian refu"'ees in Syri·t which wa.:; be"'un 

on a sm expenmental scale b t ·h· 1 · t1 · "' ~ · ' ' · ' · 0 

in such a wa • as . ' ' u " IC 1• 111 le course of httle more than two years, had developed 
) . to pronde for the settlement of nearly tt>n thousand refugees. 

fund ~~e\~~~~~an Government, ho\~·ever, holds the view that the sum of £Jno,ooo is the minimum 
e settlement operations could be launched under the auspict'S of the Le:~gue. 

h' ~s. the.re app~ars to be no immedi:tte prospects of obtainin(T the hahmce of ne:~rly {150 ooo 
~~ ;~lu~~~Ill reqmred to take adva.n.tage of the offer of the Arn~nhm Gowrnnlt'nt, 'the Asscn;bly 

tly fo_rced ~o the conclusion that there is no alternative but to rt'commt'nd that the 
League should discontinue, at any rate for the moment, its connection with this scheme. 

If the Assembly_ adopts those recommendations, the contributions which have been made from 
Government an~ pnvate s~mrces will re,·ert to the subscribers and the credits offered hy various 
Governments Will automatically lapse. 

. As regards the c~mtribut!on of £.r?o,ooo subscribed by the Armenian refugee org;misations, it 
IS understo?d that this s:1m Will be uhh~ed as a!l outright gift for the transport of Arnll'nian refugees 
t?, and t~eir settlement m, the ~epubhc of Envan, and that the Armenian organisations will con
tmue their efforts for the development of the movement of the Armenian refugees to that country. 

If, therefore, it is the desire of the Assembly, the High Commission coulJ keep in touch with 
tha_t movement so _that, sho~ld_ general conditions improve in surh a way as to indicate that the 
assistance of the High Comnuss10n would be desirable the matter might he brought once more to 
the attention of the League. ' 

The Sixth Committee therefore invites the Assembly to adopt the following resolution : 

"The Assembly, 
. "Having considered carefully Dr. Nansen's report conceming the result of his negotia

tions for the settlement of Armenian refugees in the Republic of Erivan : 
"Notes that, although he does not consider the moment opportune for the prosecution 

of those negotiations, he is willing to keep in touch with the movement for the return of Arme
nian refugees to the Republic of Erivan in order that he may he in a. position to judge whether, 
at a later date, the co-operation of the High Commission for Refugees might he cftective ; 

"Decides to discontinue for the moment its connection with this scheme, but to invite the 
High Commissioner to keep in touch with the movement for the return of the Armenian refugees 
to the Republic of Erivan and to acquaint the Council if and when the 11 igh Commission's 
co-operation might appear to be opportune." 

ANNEX 4.. 
A. VI/ B. 1929. 

RUSSIAN, ARMENIAN, ASSYRIAN, ASSYRO-CHALDEAN AND TURKISH HEFUGEES: 
DRAFT REPORT OF THE SIXTH COMMITTEE TO THE ASSEMBLY. 

Rapporteur : Mrs. HAMILTON (British Empire). 

This year's Assembly is called upon to take important decisions on the question of the Russian, 
Armenian, Assyrian, Assyro-Chaldean and Turkish refugees. The reports submitted to it hy the 
Advisory Commission, the High Commissioner. and the Supc~viso.ry Cc~m~ission, necessitate a 
retrospective study of the work so far a~comphshed by the lltgh Commissioner and also call for 
decisions of principle in regard to the continuation and completion of the League's work in this 
connection. 

The Assembly and the Council recognised, as long ago as 1921, that the creation, as a result of 
the war, of masses of refugees without homes and without money constituted hoth an international 
danger and an international responsibility. At their request Dr. ~an sen agreed to act as I Iigh 
Commissioner of the League of Nations. The immediate problem at that time was the existence of 
more than a million Russian refugees. During the years that f<J!Iowecl, the High "Commissioner 
was further required to deal with the new danger due to the presence of more than a million refugePs 
in Greece, to whom were added in 1923 some 300,000 Armenian refugr:cs in the :\car East. 

\Ve all know the encq:,'Y and devotion with which Dr. Nans<:n crnbarkc:d upon tltis work and tlw 
great success he achieved. This success was so complete that, in 1')24, the Council and the Assembly 
were enabled to decide on his recommendation that the responsibilities of the High Commissioner 
with regard to the settlement and emigration of refugees should he transferred from the Secretariat 
to the International Labour Office, the High Commissioner continuing to deal with the political, 
legal and financial aspects of the question. In these connections the lligh Commissioner succeeded 
in developing the system of the inter-Governmental identity certificates of 1922, 1924 and 1926. 

In 1g28, the International Labour Office asked the~ssembly to relieve it of the share of r~spon
sibility it had assumed in the previ~us years. There ~till remamed alJout .zoo,oo? rcfu~e~s w1thout 
employmen~ of whom many were mcapahle of workmg by reason of the1r age, mfirmtttes or lack 
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of qualifications. Taking into account the fresh and very heavy r;sponsibility t~us placed upon the 
High Commission~r·s shoulders, the Assembly and the Council created _an mter-Governmental 
Advis0 ry Commission which they instruc!ed_ to submit a report. on t~e possible ways and means of 
securing a final solution of the problem Withm the shortest possible time. 

The Advisory Commission drew up its report during its first session,_ wh!ch was held at Geneva 
from May 16th to 18th, 1929. This report is based on a th~ro~gh examm~twn of all the sources of 
information and of all the documents with which the CommissiOn was furnished. 

A study of these documents shows that the characteristic and essential feature of the refugees 
prolJlem is ·the fact that persons classed as refugees have no regular ~ationality _and are ther~fo:e 
deprived of the pmtection ancl solicitude which every State extends to Its own nati~nals both w1thm 
and h~wmd its frontiers. Accordingly, the ideal solution of the refugees question would be to 
furnish.them with a regular and definiti;,e nationality. This, however, raises innumerable_ difficulties. 
In the present state of international law, nationality is a question which belongs exclusively t~ the 
sovereignty.of States. The League of Xations could not creat~ and coul~ ~ot even defimtely 
recognise anv nationality which does not directly belong to a speci~c and exist~g St~~e. From the 
heginning, tlwrefore, a solution of the problem has heen sou~ht either by I_lah~n_alismg ;efug:ees 
according tr, the countries in which thev are settled or hy restonng'i:o them their ongmal natwnabty. 
It is true that some progress has heen made in both these directions, but in the existing circum
stances neither solution is capable of settling the position of all the refugees. 

The Advisory Comrnis..;ion has closely considered the various possibilities of solution, but 
it has again heen forn'rl to realise that the present provisional regime will continue to be necessary 
for some time VPL This rPgirne combines action hy the Governments of the countries where t~e 
refugees are settled with international action hy the High Commissioner. It is greatly to the credit 
of the Governnwnts and the League, for it relieves the refugees of a great deal of suffering and want 
which would have heen their inevitahle lot if they had simply been treated as persons without 
nationality (hcimatlose). 

With rC'gard to the provisional legal status of the refugees-a status which must govern their 
position until they can acquire a regular and definitive nationality-the Advisory Commission 
found that this question can be regarded as practically settled by the provisions of the inter-Govern
mental arrangements made in 1922, 1924, 1926 and 1928. Accordingly, the Assembly can only 
hope that the recommendations contained in these arrangements may be adopted and applied by 
all the Gow-.nments concerned. It should further be noted that-particularly as regards the 
important recommendations of the Inter-Governmental Conference of 1928-these can be applied 
('ithC'r directly hv the national authorities in each country or by having recourse to the collabor
ation of the 1 Iigh Commissioner's external agents who have already been or who may be appointed 
for this purpose. This elastic system would appear very greatly to facilitate the acceptance of 
these recommendations hy Governments. The Assembly may therefore wish to repeat the invit
ation it extended to States hy its resolution of September 25th, rgz8, concerning the adoption and 
application of these arrangements. 

:t\everthebs, the Advisory Commission does not think it desirable that this special regime 
should continnC' indefinite!~·- It is a provisional expedient made necessary by the present position 
of the refugees. If, when the High Commissioner resigns his duties, there still remains a consider
able number of rC'fugces, the Governments should agree to grant the refugees the benefit of these 
arrangements by adapting them to the new situation following upon the High Commissioner's 
resignation. 

As regards the settlement of refugees who are still without work, the Advisory Commission 
had been able to note important progress. At the present moment the total number of refugees 
exceeds one _million, zoo,ooo of whom are without work, or at any rate only irregularly employed, 
70:000 are disabled persons, old people or children, incapable of earning their living and for whom 
sllltable measures sho~ld he taken. These figures, however, do not include the many refugees in 
South or :t\orth Amcnca, as to whose approximate number there are no statistics. 

N?r must we leave_ out of account t_he many refugees who have been compelled to accept work 
for which thev are not m the least qualified and who thus represent a considerable total of wasted 
effort. The High Commissariat docs much towards improving this state of affairs by helping such 
refugees to find work for which they are more apt. 

I~ view of ~h~ forcfoing considerations, the Advisory Commission, although it considers that 
the High Co'll:msswner ~ work c~nn_ot cease at once, suggests that a period of ten years should be 
fixe_d as a m~xm1t1m_renod for wmdmg up affairs. In order to give a more stable and more regular 
basis to the mternat10nal ~\·ark of the High Commissariat, the Advisory Commission thinks it neces
~ary tha~ the central services ?f ~he High Commissariat for Refugees should be incorporated in the 
~ecrctanat of the League of ::\ahons, of which it would form a temporary department. 

As regards t~e. budget, the Advisory Commission, in agreement with the High Commissioner, 
e~pressed the opm10n that the amount requested from the Assembly for 1930 should in no case 
exceed the amount granted for Hl2Q and that subsequent hndgets should show a tendency towards 
a gradual decrease. 

~The Ad_\·isory Commission's .recommendation for the incorporation of the central service in 
~e Se:r~tanat of the L:~gu_e of ::\ations was not, however, accepted by the Supervisory Commis
SIO~, \\ hich recommend, m Its report of June 1929 that the refugee work should be transferred to 
an mdependent and autonomous organisation. · 
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, At the first meetinga at which t't deal.t 'thtthi ti th s· · · th rt f . . . \Vl "' s ques on, e txth Commtttee had before 1t 
the rjo to th~ ~dvt~ory CommtSSion and that of the Supervisory Commission. It had also had 
the~ ~ agtl 0 

• eanng a statement by Dr. Nansen. After a discussion, the Committee came to 
f ~ ectsiOn at 1t was necessary for the High Commissioner to continue his work for the benefit 

0 ~ refug~. At the same time, however, the Sixth Committee clearly e.'l:pressed the opinion 
that It was ~esrrable that the liquidation of this work should take place as rapidly as possible the 
longest p~od contemplated being ten years. , ' 

The S~ Committee then had to consider what form of administration would lead most 
surely to this result. -

The two points which chiefly engaged its attention were : 
. (I) -To find means ?f winding up the work in the most practical and rapid manner, while 

. havmg due regard to the mterests of the unhappy refugees ; 

(2) To .relieve Dr. Nansen in some degree of the enormous burden which he has shouldered 
for the last etght years on behalf of the League of Nations. -

. . · The S~ Committe; ca~e to ~e c~nclusion that ~is result could better be attained by the 
mcorporation of ~e s~rvt~es m ques~on ~ the Secretan~t than by the constitution of a temporary 
autonomous organtsati:on m confprmtty w~~ the .Supervisory Commission's suggestion. 

!he problem bavmg n~erous a~rmstx:ative and financial aspects, the Sixth Committee 
applied to the Fourth Commtttee. At tts.meeting of September 17th, the Fourth Committee heard 
Dr. Nansen and the Rapporteur, and dectded to ~et up a Sub-Committee to make a detailed study 
of the question. This Sub-Committee's report was submitted on September 19th to the Fourth 
Committee, .which approved it. . 

This text is as follows : 

- "In examining the question of the future organisation of the services of the High Com
missioner for Refugees, the Sub-Committee noted that the Advisory Committee for Hefugees 
and the Supervi~ory Commission and the High Commissioner himself, whilst proposing different 
solutions, had the same end in view: namely, to carry through this organisation in such a way 
as t~ enable the High Commissioner's work to be terminated as speedily and satisfactorily as 
possible. , 

"The Sub-Committee discussed the two solutions proposed at great length. Both altern
atives give rise to numerous administrative and financial questions, most of which call 

· -for exhaustive· enquiries that could not be undertaken and completed during the present ' 
Assembly. · 
, "For these reasons, the Sub-Committee proposes that the High Commissioner's central 
service should be placed for a period of one year, and as an expeFiment, under the adminis
trative authority of the Secretary-General of the League of Nations. During this period, all 
the financial obligations of the High Commissioner and the funds accruing from external 
sources'will be administered and controlled by the competent organs of the League in accord
ance with the Financial Regulations and the decisions of the Assembly, under conditions which 
will be subject to examination and approval by the Supervisory Commission. It is moreover 
understood that this temporary management will not affect the status of the personnel of the 
High Commissioner. _ 

"The Secretary-General will thus be in a position to consider the whole of the questions 
relating to this problem, to report to the next Assembly on the experience thus obtained, and 
to make proposals for the administration of the refugees organisation during the whole period 
in which it is being wound up." 

The Secretary-General had no objection to the proposed arrangement, but he pointed out that 
the personnel thus incorporated in the Secretariat must be disregarded if a reckoning be made of 
the number of the differ!')nt nationalities on the Secretariat. The Sub-Committee agreed to this 
view. . 

The Sixth Committee wishes to express its gratitude to the Fourth Committee and to the 
Secretary-General for the practical solution which has thus been found. Although in the nature of 
a compromise, it is not in contradiction to the principles on which the Sixth Committee laid 
stress with a view to attaining as rapid and effective a final solution as possible. The Committee 
expresses the hope, however, that it will be possible to arrange for the High Commissioner's staff 
to share in certain advantages of the Provident Fund. . 

Lasj:ly, mention should be made of certain recommendations of a special nature submitted by 
the Advisory Commission for Refugees. Being anxious to improve the lot of refugees unable to 
work, the Advisory Commission proposes that the High Commissioner should be authorised to ut~ise 
part of the funds derived from the sale of the Nansen stamps to help the funds set c)lp to provtde 
relief for the ·refugees deserving of assistance. The Sixth Committee proposes that the Assembly 
should grant the High Commissioner the necessary authority. 

The Advisory Commission also attaches great importance to the co-operation of the Inter
national Organisations of the Red Cross and of various private associati.ons and individuals 
with the High Commissioner both for the colonisation and relief of refugees unable to work. The 
Assembly will certainly share this vi~w and will authorise .the High. Commissioner t~ make a fresh 
appeal to these organisations to contmue and develop therr efforts. In order ~o. obtam the largest 

ossible sums for the continuance of the work-undertaken by the Htgh CommiSstoner. 
p In conclusion, the Sixth Committee has the honour to propose to the Assembly the adoption 
of the following resolution : 

"The Assembly, 
:. (IL Having exaniined the reports submitted by the High Commissioner, the Advisory 
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Commission and the Supervisory Commission on the question of Russian, Armenian, Assyrian, 
Assyro-Chaldean and Turkish refugees : 

"(2) Thanks the High Commissioner and the Advisory Commission for the work accom
plished ; 

"(3) Decides that the refugees organisation should be wound up within a maximum 
period of ten years ; 

"(4) Recommends that the work of winding-up should be methodically pursued in order 
that it may be possible subsequently to reduce this period of ten years; 

"(5) Decides that the High-,Commissioner's central service be placed for a period of one 
year, and as an experiment, under the administrative authority of the Secretary-General of 
the League of Xations, subject to the condition indicated by the Fourth Committee; 

"(6) Rer1uests the Secretary-General to report to the next Assembly on the experience 
thus acr1uired and to make proposals for the administration of the refugees organisation during 
the whole period in which it is being wound up ; 

"(7) I<erruests the Governments to apply and adopt, either through the national author
ities, or with the help of the High Commissioner's agents, the inter-Governmental arrangements 
of July 5th, 19.22; :\lay 31st, 1924; l\Iay 12th, 1926, and June 30th, rgz8; 

"(8) Sees no objection to part of the funds derived from the sale of the Nansen stamps 
being utilised to add to the funds created for the benefit of deserving refugees ; 

"(9) Authorises the High Commissioner to make a fresh appeal to the International 
Organisations of the Red Cross and to various private associations and individuals to continue 
and develop their efforts in order to obtain the largest possible sums for the continuation of 
the work undertaken by the High Commissioner." 
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